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Abstract 

i 

Abstract 

Nowadays purchasing department has become of critical importance, due to the 
fact that more than half price of the final product is determined by purchasing 
price of raw materials. The choice between types of materials to purchase in order 
to be cost efficient is of greatest importance. 

Purpose of the thesis is to analyze the purchasing process and perform price 
pattern analysis for two types of raw material: virgin and recycled fiber for Stora 
Enso, the Hylte Bruk newsprint manufacturing plant. 

The tasks to perform are:  

1. To compare the purchasing process of fibers with the ones described by 
scholars;  

2. To identify the price patterns for virgin and recycled fiber; 

3. To generate suggestion which will contribute to better purchasing 
decisions. 

The thesis was designed as a single embedded case study, since purchasing of 
fibers occurs in two different purchasing units. A mix of quantitative and 
qualitative methods was used for data collection and data analysis. The 
quantitative methods mainly consist of market prices for fibers while the 
qualitative methods focus on interviews. The methodology primarily focuses 
around the purchasing process and price pattern analysis as described in the 
literature. 

Results of the thesis shows that the purchasing processes for both fibers goes in 
line with those discussed in the literature, however the differences pertaining to 
the purchased product specificity were also observed. The price pattern for both 
fibers tends to increase, although price for recycled fiber increased more 
dramatically than price of virgin fiber. Therefore, based on the results of price 
pattern analysis, switching production to more virgin fiber is suggested to be more 
cost efficient. 

The findings of the thesis to some extent can be applicable to other paper 
manufacturing companies. Further research is suggested for more specific results 
and new market opportunities for companies using recycled paper in their 
manufacturing. 

Keywords 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces to the thesis, presents background of the study, problem description, 
purpose and research questions and delimitations. The chapter ends with an outline in order to 
guide the reader. 

This study is performed at the department of Industrial Engineering and 
Management as a final thesis for the master program Production Systems, focus 
on Production Development and Management at the School of Engineering in 
Jönköping. The thesis is carried out in collaboration with Stora Enso in newsprint 
manufacturing at Hylte Bruk plant and Sydved. The thesis analyses the purchasing 
process and performs price pattern analysis for virgin and recycled fiber.  

1.1 Background 

Over the last decade there has been a significant increase in demand on paper and 
pulp industry, it has been forecasted that the demand would increase by 77% from 
the years 2005 to 2020 (OECD, 2001). According to Grieg-Gran, et al. (1997) the 
increase in paper demand is particularly reason of economic growth of developing 
and newly industrialized countries. Although increasing habit of reading from 
computers and smart phones is a large threat for paper industry, nowadays printed 
media is still more common (Leinonen, 2009). 

Newsprint production started at the end of 19th century in America and still takes 
its big share in paper industry.  Lundmark (2005) notes that Sweden‟s newsprint 
production accounts for 26% of total paper and board production in the country. 
Newsprint production works with two types of material, virgin fiber- produced 
from wood, or recycled fiber-reprocessing waste papers. Mills are flexible in the 
choice of material because both virgin fiber i.e. original state of fiber, which comes 
from woods in forest and recycled fiber can be used as single raw material or in 
any combination (Lundmark, 2005).  

Since environmental awareness among consumers has increased recycled paper 
usage has become more popular. As stated by Stora Enso, consumers pay for the 
words written in the newspaper, the paper itself stays under newsprint 
manufacturer‟s responsibility. In addition, it is demanded by state regulations, that 
the newsprint manufacturing companies have to take care of own produced paper. 
The usage of virgin fiber has been decreasing but it will remain as the main raw 
material for paper production since recycled fiber can be used limited time. 
Although there are some clear benefits of paper recycling it has been argued that 
producing recycled paper consumes more energy and has more environmental 
problems; therefore, some researchers argue that it is better for the environment 
to incinerate the paper than to recycle (Collins, 1996). 
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The nature of newsprint paper requires having competitive cost structure, which 
can be achieved by minimizing cost of raw material (Autio, et al., 1997). Maspons, 
et al. (1993 cited in Autio, et al., 1997) argue about the importance of raw material 
in terms of cost for wood, which accounts for more than 60% of final cost for 
pulp and paper. The high level of flexibility in the usage of raw material in 
production makes purchasing decisions on type of raw material harder for 
managers. The decision of purchasing on type of fiber depends on percentage of 
distribution between virgin and recycled fiber in production. This decision is also 
affected by availability of resources on the market based on seasonal trends. 
Purchasing managers are asked to transform the purchasing process into a more 
strategic level in order to survive in the competitive market. 

1.2 Problem Description 

As the globalization has been extremely increasing in 21st century, competitiveness 
became a critical aspect for surviving on the global market. In order to create 
advantage among competitors, manufacturing companies have to consider cost, 
quality, flexibility and delivery (Säfsten and Bellgran, 2010). Although quality, 
flexibility and delivery are extremely important as well, in this study main focus is 
on the price because the most important task of the purchasing department is to 
identify which fiber to purchase based on considerations of price, which is cost of 
purchased raw material from company‟s view. Since it is argued that nearly 60% or 
more of the total cost of a finished product is defined by purchased price of raw 
material, the work of purchasing department becomes of critical importance for 
the company‟s success (Juha and Pentti, 2008). 

In order to make a cost efficient decision regarding purchasing of fibers three 
perspectives need to be considered: market, production and logistics. Therefore, 
the cost of purchased materials can be discussed and compared from three 
aspects. Market perspective means „market price‟ of fibers. The cost of purchased 
raw material is critical aspect that depends on availability of supplies on the 
market, which fluctuates with season. Market for virgin fiber and recycled fiber are 
different, since one market is based on the wood availability and the other on the 
availability of recycled paper. Cost of production includes energy consumption 
and chemical usage which differs for these fibers in terms of pulping process. 
Logistics cost covers the costs for transportation of fibers, from different 
countries and different suppliers to manufacturing mills. 

According to market, production and logistics perspectives, there is a tradeoff 
between costs of virgin and recycled fiber. In this study production and logistics 
perspectives are excluded because of the time and resource limitation and focus is 
on the market perspective. The production and logistics perspectives can be 
separately topic for an independent research topic. 
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The choice between the fibers based on tradeoff in cost makes this topic attractive 
to study. Both recycled paper and virgin fiber purchasers do not have clear 
information about the behavior of the prices in the fresh fiber and recycled paper 
market. Moreover, the cost of energy consumption and chemicals usage in 
production are ignored. According to data gathered from the company, the 
comparison will be performed between the purchasing processes of virgin and 
recycled fiber; while, price patter analysis will be done in order to analyze the price 
behavior of the fiber market.  

1.2.1 Stora Enso Background 

Stora Enso is a worldwide paper, packaging and wood products manufacturing 
company formed in 1998 by the merger of Swedish mining and forestry products 
company Stora and Finnish forestry products company Enso-Gutzeit Oy. Stora 
Enso produces different kind of paper products: publication paper including 
newsprint and book paper; fine paper including office and graphic paper; 
packaging including consumer board and industrial packaging; and wood 
products. Company has 88 production facilities in 35 countries and 29 000 
employees worldwide. Company‟s main customers are publishers, printing houses, 
packaging, joinery and construction industries (Stora Enso, 2010). 

Stora Enso‟s annual production capacity is 12.7 million tons of paper and board, 
1.5 billion m2 of corrugated packaging and 6.9 million m3 of sawn wood products, 
including 3.1 million m3of value-added products. (Stora Enso, 2011) According to 
statistics of Campbell, (2008) Stora Enso was on second place among “Top 100 
Global forest, paper and packaging industry companies‟” in 2008 (Stora Enso, 
2011). 

Hylte mill is one of the mills of Stora Enso for producing newsprint paper. Stora 
Enso Newsprint and Book Paper, Hylte mill was established in 1907, it has four 
paper machines and 800 employees. The purchasing department in Hylte mill 
deals with basic purchasing activities such as procurement of recycled paper and 
indirect materials for production and maintenance. The procurement of virgin 
fiber is managed by company named Sydved. Hylte mill is certified with ISO 
14001 and ISO 9001. 
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1.2.2 Sydved Background 

Sydved was founded in 1979 by three paper manufacturing companies in Sweden. 
According to governmental regulations regarding the collaboration between big 
companies, the company structure changed in 1990s and now Sydved is jointly 
owned by two paper manufacturing companies, 70 % by Stora Enso and 30% by 
Munksjö. Sydved aims at simplifying forest management for forest owners in the 
south of Sweden. Sydved functions as a service company which purchases felled 
timber and stands trees from forest owners in the south of Sweden and sells them 
to paper mills owned by Stora Enso and Munksjö, as well as to local saw mills. 
The annual procurement amount of Sydved is 6.8 million m3of green wood and 
recently 150 employees are employed by Sydved. The company also provides 
comprehensive forestry services to forest owners in their thinning, logging and 
other forest operations. Sydved is certified according to the ISO14001 
environmental management system. 

The head office is located in Jönköping. In order to be efficient in field operations 
management, Sydved‟s field operations are controlled by two regions - south and 
north, 12 districts consisting of several sub-areas, each managed by an area 
purchaser (Figure 1). The Hylte district is responsible for supplying Stora Enso 
Hylte mill with virgin fiber. 

 

Figure1. Sydved's management regions. 

1.3 Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of this thesis is the analysis of purchasing process and market prices 
for virgin and recycled fiber. Analysis is performed through the comparison of 
virgin and recycled fiber purchasing processes and prices. The study aims at 
describing price behavior on market for both fibers in order to understand the 
markets trends. 
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The focus of the thesis is put on two points: 

 Analysis of purchasing process 

 Analysis of the price behavior in the virgin and recycled fiber markets. 

In order to carry out this analysis the following research questions have been 
formulated: 

 How does the newsprint industry perform its purchasing activities? 

 How does the virgin and recycled fiber market behave? 

 What possible actions can be taken to be more efficient in purchasing 
process based on market trends?  

Researchers‟ goal is to provide a clear description of characteristics of price 
behavior on the market by focusing on research questions with support from 
Stora Enso‟s and Sydved‟s internal documentation and related literature. The 
results of the analysis will show the future trend in the fiber markets so that it 
might support manager‟s operational and strategic decisions. 

1.4 Delimitations 

Although Stora Enso has different facilities around the world only, Hylte Bruk 
Production plant is explored. In Hylte Bruk facility, only newsprint paper is 
produced. Therefore, the study is held in the newsprint industry and it does not 
cover all paper and pulp production. Book paper, magazine paper, fine paper, 
consumer board, industrial packaging and wood products are excluded. 

This study is held in a limited time, thus it is not possible to communicate with 
suppliers. In addition to the time limitation, distance is another aspect to consider 
for communication. The suppliers of recycled fiber are from all over the world 
and suppliers for virgin fiber are private forest owners and state. The number of 
suppliers for both fibers is high; therefore, information about suppliers is gathered 
only from Stora Enso database.  

Sydved supplies mills of Munksjö, as well. Some purchasing process decisions 
regarding the volumes and prices are discussed together with Munksjö and Stora 
Enso. Since information is only limited to Hylte mill, decisions that are taken in 
collaboration between Stora Enso, Munksjö and Sydved are not included in the 
thesis. The authors do not have the authority to include information regarding 
Munksjö.  

1.5 Outline 

The report starts with introduction (Chapter 1) which introduces topic to the 
reader, as well as presents main idea of the research. The problem area of the 
research is presented under sub-heading 1.2 followed by company background 
where study is performed. Purpose and research questions are presented under 
sub-heading 1.3. Delimits of thesis are underlined in section 1.4. Then, the outline 
is presented in 1.5.  
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Chapter 2 – Theoretical background presents to a reader all necessary literature 
needed for analysis and for getting insights of the topic. The theoretical 
background starts with introduction to the paper and pulp industry with a special 
focus on newsprint industry (2.1) and continues with the purchasing process 
descriptions (2.2). 

Chapter 3 – Methodology presets the research design by which the thesis was 
carried out. The methodology chapter explains how the literature review (3.2) and 
data collection (3.3) was conducted and how the data analysis was performed. 
Section 3.5 presents accuracy of the research in terms of validity and reliability, 
sources of error is discussed at the end of literature review in subsection 3.6. 

Chapter 4 – Empirical findings presents the data gathered from the company 
through interviews and quantitative data collection.  

Chapter 5 – Analysis begins with explaining the current state of purchasing fibers 
(5.1) in the company. Afterwards market study (5.2) for the virgin and recycled 
fibers is presented.  

The discussion part (Chapter 6) gives a general discussion on the thesis aim and 
how aim is achieved. Method for analysis as well as consistency of findings are 
discussed.  

The conclusion chapter (Chapter 7) offers a summary of the most important 
elements and suggests topics for further studies.  
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2 Theoretical Background 

In this part of the report the theoretical background is presented upon which the result and 
analysis are based. The chapter contains an overview of previous research in the areas of 
newsprint industry and purchasing.  The theories in these areas are chosen to support the solution 
of arose problem. 

2.1 Paper and Pulp Industry 

Paper products are an essential attribute of everybody‟s life for ages now, although 
the root of paper production itself can be found in China. Chinese were the first 
who discovered that fibers can be formed into a thin sheet in 2nd century B.C. 
(Tsien, 1973).  Even though papermaking is an ancient technology, the 
papermaking process advanced only after 18th century towards more capital –
intensive and increasingly large-scale automated production process (Ince, 2004). 
Mahadevan (2010) stated that paper and pulp industry is one of the examples of 
process industry which has a closed manufacturing setup and in order to obtain 
the final product the final manufacturing process should be done. However, 
sometimes a by-product can be obtained as pulp in paper production (Mahadevan, 
2010).  Production of paper today is a key economic activity which accounts 
almost 2.5% of the world‟s industrial production (UNIDO, FAO and UN, 1993 in 
Grieg-Gren et al., 1997). In the Swedish pulp and paper industry almost 80% of 
produced pulp and paper is exported, Sweden was third largest exporter  of paper 
products and fourth largest exporter of pulp in the world in 2005 (Swedish Forest 
Industries (SFI), 2005 cited in Thollander and Ottosson, 2007, p. 23).  

Paper products can be used in different situations, with different purposes, Greig-
Gren, et al. (1997) stated that paper products are mainly used to communicate 
ideas, inform and instruct user, and also to record necessary data. Another usage 
of paper products can be found in health care, in terms of food packaging and 
sanitary products.  Paper products can be of different kind: newsprint, office 
paper, graphic paper, magazine paper, packaging paper, etc.  

2.1.1 Lifecycle of Paper 

Grieg-Gran, et al. (1997) state that a characteristic to define paper industry is its 
cyclical nature. The cyclical characteristic of paper is presented in Figure 2. The 
life cycle starts with wood and recycled paper. One starting point of life cycle is 
wood and it is obtained from forest and according to Grieg-Gran, et al. (1997) the 
largest source of wood is managed natural regeneration forests with a percentage 
share of 37%. Unmanaged natural regeneration forests provide 17% of total wood 
supply and the rest is provided by plantations, conifer forests, tropical rain forests 
and original hardwood forest. After harvesting the wood from forests, logs are 
transported to pulping mills. 
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Figure 2. The lifecycle of newsprint (Grieg-Gran, et al., 1997, p.52). 

The second starting point of lifecycle of paper is recycled paper and as stated by 
Byström and Lönnstedt (2000), after end use, paper can follow three ways: paper 
can be recycled for production of paper, recovered for energy or deposited as 
landfill after end use. Although recycling has increased focus in recent years, 
landfill is the most common destination (OECD, 1993 cited in Grieg-Gran, et al., 
1997).Waste paper can be recovered for energy and it can be used for incineration 
so that it would substitute renewable resources (wood and biomass energy) for 
non-renewable energy resources (fossil fuels) (Byström and Lönnstedt, 2000). If it 
is recycled, firstly, it requires to be collected. In Sweden collection of waste paper 
is managed in two ways: direct collection from companies and collection of 
household‟s waste through recycled stations (Berglund, 2004). After collection, it 
is sorted, baled and transported to paper mills in order to be deinked (Byström 
and Lönnstedt, 2000). 
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Paper manufacturing consists of three main processes: the preparatory, pulp 
making and papermaking (Mahadevan, 2010). Preparatory process where raw 
materials are prepared for the next process begins after getting the recycled paper 
and wood logs to mill. As stated by Byström and Lönnstedt (2000) the primary 
material input for manufacturing paper is pulp; therefore, pulping process starts 
after preparatory process. The preparation activities for wood logs include 
debarking, chipping, and conveying and deinked process is the preparation 
process for recycled paper (Martin, et al., 2000). Pulping is either chemical or 
mechanical process (Guder and Buongiorno, 1986). Martin, et al. (2000) stated 
that the final stage of paper manufacturing is sheet formation, pressing and drying. 
After giving the form to the paper, it is dried and pressed between long series of 
steam heated rollers (Guder and Buongiorno, 1986).After the final process, papers 
are ready to transport to consumers. Consumers use the paper and used paper 
starts to follow the same cycle again (Figure 2). 

2.1.2 Newsprint Industry 

Newsprint is low cost paper mainly used to print newspapers and different kinds 
of advertising materials; the main distinguishing factor of newsprint from other 
paper products is its cheap price, high strength and ability of four color printing. 
Newsprint often contains high proportion of recycled fiber with little or no 
additives and is of low strength and quality. The required brightness for newsprint 
is mainly low and is cheaply achieved without chlorine (Friends of the Earth, 
1996). 

The raw materials used in newsprint are pulp, wood, wood residues, and waste 
paper (Guder and Buongiorno, 1986). As many paper products, newsprint has the 
option to be based on virgin and recycled fibers, respectively (Byström and 
Lönnstedt, 2000). Fiber is the main structural component of woody plants and it 
is referred as virgin fiber if it has not been used before and recycled fiber -if it is 
obtained from recycled paper (Pulp and Paper Resources, 2011). The production 
of newsprint follows the same steps described in Section 2.1. the standard 
newsprint consists of 80-85% mechanical pulp and 15-20% chemical pulp (Guder 
and Buongiorno, 1986). 
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2.1.2.1 Virgin Fiber 

Virgin fiber is previously unused, cellulose fiber, which comes directly from trees 
and other plants (Metafor, 2009). Foresters divide trees into two categories: 
softwood and hardwood, hardwood trees have wood with very short fibers. Paper 
made from softwood which has very long fibers is stronger than from hardwood, 
although hardwood surface is smoother and it is better for writing and printing; 
therefore, combination of softwood and hardwood gives best results in terms of 
shine, strength, quality, etc. (TAPPI, 2010). According to the report of United 
States International Trade Commission (2002), the major component of wood is 
cellulose which is around 70-80% and lignin which is 20%-30%. Lignin is the 
material which bonds the cellulose fibers together and by chemical or mechanical 
processes wood is separated into its constituent fibers, and wood pulp is formed 
(United States International Trade Commission, 2002). Virgin fiber can be 
transported either as trees and processed into pulp in the mill or directly as pulp. 
A constant flow of virgin fiber is needed in order to keep production running, 
because fibers cannot be recycled indefinitely, depending on the origin of virgin 
fiber and type of paper produced from it, virgin fiber is degraded and unusable 
after five to seven cycles. Thus, virgin fiber is added to compensate for degraded 
fiber (Sustainable Forest Products, 2011). 

Skogs Industrierna (2010) reported that the global demand for wood is growing 
simultaneously, in Sweden almost five times more wood per capita is used than 
elsewhere in Europe. In other words, it means that demand for virgin fiber has 
been growing as well.  

2.1.2.2 Recycled Fiber 

New technologies allow paper manufacturers to substitute virgin fiber by recycled 
fiber, which resulted in shift from using virgin fiber coming directly from wood to 
recycled fiber coming from homes, offices, stores, that are already used for their 
primary purpose and then passed in waste (Zavatta, 1993 cited in Lundmark, 
2005). Recycled fiber can be from printing houses as well, overproduction and 
some other wastes (Metafore, 2009). The use of paper for recycling has been 
increased as well the proportion of recycled fiber in the production; globally 
recycled fiber is around 40% of total fiber available for production of paper 
products (Ince, 2004). The paper can only be called as recycled if part of recycled 
fiber in it contains 100% post-consumer recovered fiber (Metafore, 2009). 

Different types of paper have different fiber characteristics and need different 
types of fibers. Paper collectors, which are municipalities, collect used papers, 
newspapers, office and printing together. The mix of all this type of recycled fiber 
cannot be used for manufacturing of every paper product. Newsprint, printing, 
office papers and tissue need specially sorted papers to achieve their quality 
(Timmer, Ypma and Van Ark, 2007).  
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Usage of recycled fiber as raw material in Sweden has dramatically increased after 
90s. The reason of increase in re-pulping the fiber was the activities held by 
Swedish state and municipal authorities in this period, the measurements 
undertaken by them promoted recycling of materials (Berglund, 2004). The 
promotion of recycling aimed at the environment protection and the contribution 
to the conservation of natural recourses. Since 1994-1995 the Producer 
Responsibility Ordinance (PRO) has governed the collection of recycled paper in 
Sweden, the responsibility is regulated for newsprint and similar paper qualities. 
The PRO requires separation of paper from other waste and recycling it. The law 
states that the domestic recycled paper should be used only for re-pulping and not 
as energy source or for any other purposes (Swedish Environmental Protection 
Agency, 1999 cited in Berglund, 2004). Swedish law also requires collection of 
waste paper from all over the country with no special account to geographic or 
demographic conditions. 

Figure 3 presents the statistics for consumption, collection, imports and exports 
of recovered paper in Sweden. According to Figure 3, over the past three decades 
there has been a significant increase in the use of recycled paper, as well in the 
collection of the recycled paper. Although from the graph it can be said that 
Swedish industries consume more recycled paper than they collect. The necessary 
amount needed for manufacturing is supplied by other countries, which can be 
seen in Figure 3 as increased index of imports. Since the demand is more than 
needed for actual use there is increased index of imports. The export of recycled 
paper has increased gradually although the export is insignificant.  

 

Figure 3. Consumption, collection, imports and exports of recovered paper in 

Sweden (Skogs Industrierna, 2009, p.34). 

According to statistics of Skogs Industrierna (2010), almost 85% of collected 
newspaper periodicals, catalogues and similar papers where used in production of 
newsprint.  
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2.1.3 Virgin and Recycled Fiber Market 

The newsprint industry is one of the very few industries where the final product is 
of the similar nature (Dagenais, 1976). Raw material purchasing for newsprint 
occurs on two different markets: purchasing trees for virgin fiber and purchasing 
waste paper for recycled fiber.  The demand and supply of fiber resources vary 
over time, and some of the resources have alternative use in society, forest 
resources have value in producing a range of different wood products, not just 
pulp and paper (Ince, 2004). 

The demand for fiber resources are coming from society. The society is highly 
depended on paper product for different purposes, such as, among others, 
education, information storage, and product advertising. Although there is direct 
effect on demand for fiber and demand for paper products, there is not such a 
direct effect between trends in prices of fiber resources and trends in paper or 
paper board commodity prices (Ince, 2004). The fiber supply on the market varies 
over time; the supply variation depends on such factors as availability for harvest 
and the area of forests or plantations for wood, as well as trends in recovery of 
wastepaper for recycling which is also important factor directly effecting 
availability of fibers on the market (Ince, 2004). In order to purchase wood on the 
market with competitive price, Maass (1991)argues that purchasing managers have 
to be on the right time at the right place, managers also need to develop strategic 
plans in order to meet wood demand of the mills.  

The cost of manufacturing paper mostly depends on the costs associated with raw 
material and production. In case of paper there are two types of costs: price of 
virgin and recycled fiber on the market. The virgin fiber paper production 
depends partly on the cost of timber, transportation, processing and waste 
disposal; while the cost of manufacturing the recycled fiber depends on the cost of 
recycling and transporting the waste paper, the yield and the cost of processing 
and disposing waste (Metafore , 2009). Timmer, Ypma and Van Ark (2007) note 
that sometimes recycled fiber costs more than virgin fiber, the factors contributing 
high price of recycled fiber is economies of scale, the lack of integration of 
recycled pulp mills into papermaking mills, the distance of mills from the 
recovered fiber source and exclusion of many external costs that are not found in 
virgin fiber. As explained by Berglund (2004) the cost of recycled paper is affected 
by the region from where it is collected, it depends on population density, 
intensity of commercial activities etc. Transportation costs are low when 
geographical area is small and economic activities are high, therefore, the costs 
attributed to transportation are highly variable across regions. There are two 
solutions to increasing fiber prices: one, the managers might pay premium for 
getting right kind of wood, and second, to pay minimum price for fiber supply, 
but give more services to suppliers in order to motivate them to willingly bring 
wood to the mill. But whichever strategy purchasing managers choose they have 
to examine in details, the availability, cost and location of fiber resources (Maass, 
1991). 
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To sum up, virgin and recycled fiber markets are different markets behaving 
differently from each other. Table 1 summarizes the markets for virgin and 
recycled fiber. 

Table 1. Comparison of virgin and recycled fiber 

 Virgin Fiber Recycled Fiber 

Supplier Forest owners Municipalities/Waste 

management companies 

Usage Paper production and wood 

products 

Paper production 

Supply on the market 

depends on time and 

availability of 

Forests for harvesting  Waste papers to be collected 

Cost of manufacturing 

depends on  

Cost of timber, transportation, 

processing, waste disposal 

Cost of recycling and 

transporting the waste paper, 

the yield and the cost of 

processing and disposing 

waste 

2.2 Purchasing 

Purchasing is a familiar activity to everyone and is considered as one of the basic 
activities of daily life. However, when purchasing is considered in an 
organizational context, the purchasing task itself with related activities become 
more complex and complicated. Purchasing as an activity, firstly, appeared in 
ancient times and in excavations in northern Syria, a cuneiform clay tablet dated 
about 2800 BC was found and the tablet contains a written purchasing agreement 
(Lysons and Farrington, 2006). Although it is an ancient activity, the importance 
of purchasing emerged in the latter of the 20th century as stated by Lysons and 
Farrington (2006). The purchasing was firstly addressed in literature in the book of 
Babbage, On the Economy of Machinery and Manufacturing in 1832 (Dobler and 
Burt, 1996). In 1960s and 1970s the purchasing turned into a profession and 
purchasing managers started not to be seen as clerks (Bloomberg, Lemay and 
Hanna, 2002). Now the purchasing is a part of supply chain management activities 
in organizations in the context of supply management and according to 
Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna (2002) the purchasing has the prime importance in 
supply management activities. In other words, the purchasing has evolved and 
nowadays it is considered as a vital activity in supply management. The 
evolvement process of purchasing is summarized in Figure 4 and the process is 
divided into four stages. While purchasing was a clerical function during stage 1, it 
had become more paperless with the introduction of computers into business 
world in stage 2 and the main aim was to keep the production line running. 
During stage 3 it had changed into a profession but in stage 4 it has been 
recognized as an important activity and started being managed from the supply 
management view. 
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Figure 4. Four stages of purchasing and supply management development (Burt and 

Doyle, 1993 cited in Dobler and Burt, 1996, p.6). 

Weele (2000) states that successful purchasing activities have considerable 
contribution to the company‟s competitive position in the market in an indirect 
manner. Effective purchasing actions can be resulted in reduction of quality costs, 
increased product standardization, reduction in stock, increased flexibility, and 
fostering purchasing synergy. 

Not surprisingly, there is not one clear definition for purchasing in literature, a 
simple definition is “buying process”. Weele (2000) defines purchasing as 
obtaining necessary goods, services, capabilities and knowledge from external 
sources in order to run, maintain, and manage the company‟s primary and 
supporting activities at the most favorable conditions. Another definition of 
purchasing is suggested by Elliott-Shircore and Steele (1985 cited in Quayle, 2006, 
p.3), “purchasing is the process by which a company (or other organization) 
contracts with third parties to obtain goods and services required to fulfill its 
business objectives in the most timely and cost-effective manner.” 

Further, there is a specific definition of industrial purchasing in literature. The 
industrial purchaser has to deal with companies, governmental organizations or 
institutions, which need the purchased product to feed, support and maintain their 
primary and supporting processes (Weele, 2000). The industrial purchasing can be 
affected by the following variables (Weele, 2000): characteristics of the product, 
strategic importance of purchase, sums of money involved in the purchases, 
characteristics of the purchasing market, degree of risk related to the purchase, 
role of purchasing department in the organization, and degree to which the 
purchase product affects existing routines in the organization. 
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Searching through purchasing literature, one will come across with other terms 
that are used interchangeably to purchasing. Therefore, to guide the reader the 
authors preferred to provide definitions of related terms to purchasing namely 
supply management and procurement. Quayle (2006) simply defined the supply 
management as material management. According to Bloomberg, Lemay and 
Hanna (2002, p.11) supply management means purchasing and they defined 
purchasing based on the work of Leenders, et al. (2006) as “purchasing aims at 
anticipating requirements, sourcing and obtaining supplies, moving supplies into 
the organization, and monitoring the status of supplies as a current asset.” 

Procurement is discussed as a wider term than purchasing by Weele (2000) and he 
states that procurement consists of all necessary activities to obtain goods from 
supplier to its final destination. On the other hand, Leenders, et al. (2006) argue 
that purchasing includes additional responsibilities which are not included in 
procurement process. They state that procurement activities are recognition of 
need, the translation of that need into a commercially equivalent description, the 
search for potential suppliers, the selection of a suitable source, the agreement on 
order or contract details, the delivery of the products or services and the payment 
of suppliers, while purchasing activities also includes receiving, inspection, storage, 
materials handling, scheduling, in- and outbound traffic and disposal. Quayle 
(2006) differentiated purchasing and procurement by defining the procurement as 
a purchasing activity in which government is involved.  

According to the definitions discussed in this section, purchasing, in this study, 
means that the process undertaken by the organizational unit that purchases 
necessary goods from third parties in order to run and maintain company‟s 
primary activities, i.e. production of newsprint in the most timely and cost-
effective manner. 

2.2.1 Scope of Purchasing 

In organizations the purchasing task deals with purchasing of a wide range of 
goods and services. Purchased goods and services can be classified into eight 
groups (Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna, 2002): 

 Component parts (production purchases); 

 Raw materials (production purchases); 

 Process materials (nonproduction purchases); 

 Accessory equipment (parts and services purchases); 

 Major equipment (nonproduction purchases); 

 Operating supplies (nonproduction purchases); 

 Finished product (corporate sourcing purchases); 

 Services (nonproduction purchases). 
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Quayle (2006) states that successfully accomplished purchasing contributes to the 
company‟s success and he added if the right materials cannot be provided in the 
right quantity, at a right price, at the right time, in the right quality and from the 
right place, additional costs occur or a decrease in profit can be observed. These 
five rights in purchasing process are summarized in Figure 5.Although five rights 
are interconnected and at the same time connected to the main part “goods and 
services buying”, the right quantity is not directly connected to the “goods and 
services buying” for unstated reason by Quayle (2006). Additionally, Leenders, et 
al. (2006) adds right service which includes both before and after sale. Lysons and 
Farrington (2006) criticized this statement because of the word right. They 
consider that there is a tradeoff between these rights, and in order to achieve one 
right the other needs to be sacrificed. These rights can be seen as the main 
objectives of purchasing, but Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986) summarized the 
more comprehensive objectives of purchasing for manufacturing industry as 
follows: 

 To maintain standards of quality in materials, based on suitability for use; 

 To procure materials at the lowest cost consistent with the quality a service 
required; 

 To maintain continuity of supply to support the manufacturing schedule; 

 To do so with the minimum investment in materials inventory, consistent 
with safety and economic advantage; 

 To avoid duplication, waste, and obsolescence with respect to materials; 

 To maintain the company‟s competitive position in its industry and to 
conserve its profits, insofar as materials are concerned; 

 To analyze and report on long-range availability and costs of major 
purchased items; 

 To search the market continually for new and alternative ideas, products, 
and materials whose adaptation might improve company efficiency and 
profitability.  

 

Figure 5. The five rights of purchasing (Quayle, 2006, p. 52). 
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2.2.2 Purchasing in an Organizational Context 

The scope of the purchasing activities is much wider than activities of the 
purchasing department, Weele (2000) states that in some companies purchasing 
activities are performed without any intervention of the purchasing department. 
Furthermore, Dobler and Burt (1996) differentiate purchasing as activity and as 
department, as an activity purchasing is same for all companies, but as a 
department it is organizational unit of company, whose duties vary in many terms.  

The size of the purchasing department in the company depends on the size of 
company itself. According to Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986) the variation in 
sizes of the purchasing department, mostly depends on type of the company, the 
complexity of produced product, amount of material needed for purchasing and 
scope of departments responsibility. The company has to decide whether to have 
centralized or decentralized purchasing activities. Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith 
(1986) referred to centralization of purchasing department as one purchasing unit 
for the whole company; decentralization on the other hand is referred as a 
separate purchasing department for each plant or division.  

Although Lynsons and Farrington (2006) argue about advantages and 
disadvantages of centralized or decentralized solution, they come to the 
conclusion, that combining centralized and decentralized purchasing department 
would be best option for the company, although there is no single mixture of 
these two that could be beneficial for every company. Leenders, et al. (2006) state 
that no matter what structure the company‟s purchasing department might have, 
the focus of it should be on maximizing advantages and minimizing the 
disadvantages of the structures.  

Typical purchasing department structure for medium sized or decentralized 
purchasing department is presented in Figure 6 (Heinritz, Farrell and Smith, 
1986). The purchasing department is managed by purchasing manager, who makes 
the main decisions and assigns purchases to buyers, when buyers need assistance, 
assistant buyers help them (Heinritz, Farrell and Smith, 1986). The purchasing 
manager has direct contact with buyers when needed. 
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Figure 6. Organization of a medium sized purchasing department (Heinritz, 

Farrell and Smith, 1986, p.72). 

2.2.3 Purchasing Process 

Structured purchasing procedures and documents facilitate the purchasing 
process. Dobler and Burt (1996) state that the reason for having the purchasing 
procedure, which describes the purchasing process with purchasing activities in it, 
is its ability to provide a framework in order to accomplish the activities efficiently 
and effectively. Purchasing activities are a part of every purchasing book and 
almost the same activities are described by scholars. Every model has its pros and 
cons. Since every organization does not operate in same industry and has various 
characteristics, different purchasing activities in the models should be analyzed in 
order to find the best suited one to the organization. The authors of the study 
preferred to follow the model by Dobler and Burt (1996), since „market studies‟ is 
separately specified in their list of purchasing activities so that market studies 
which has a prime importance in this study can be analyzed more precisely by the 
help of their model. The model by Dobler and Burt (1996) is as follows: 

1) Identification of purchasing 

2) Discussion with sales people 

3) Identification of suppliers 

4) Market studies 

5) Negotiations 

6) Analysis of proposals 

7) Selection of suppliers 
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8) Issuance of purchase orders 

9) Contract administrations 

10) Purchasing records 

Purchasing process starts with identification of need to be purchased and it is 
discussed with sales people. Sales people identify suppliers for the identified need. 
The next step in the purchasing process is market studies. In order to select the 
right supplier, market study is a crucial step. Since in the thesis market study has 
prime importance, in the following subsection 2.2.3.1., step-4 in the purchasing 
process is discussed in detail. Negotiations are done after market studies are 
performed. Based on the results gathered from market study and negotiations, 
sales people proposed several suppliers. After the analysis of pros and cons of the 
proposals, the next step is to decide which supplier to select. Selecting the right 
supplier has a critical importance in purchasing process so it is explained in detail 
in the subsection 2.2.3.2.in order to give a comprehensive idea to the reader. After 
purchase order is issued, the contract is written with the selected supplier. The 
final step is to record the purchasing to keep the track of purchases.  

Lysons and Farrington (2006) highlighted some inefficiencies regarding to 
traditional purchasing procedures: excessive documentation, non-value adding 
activities, time consuming procedures and excessive cost of transactional activities. 
In order to avoid these inefficiencies, organizations have started to use developed 
IT systems. Therefore, some tools like e-commerce, e-business, e-supply chain 
management, e-procurement have been adapted to their systems. 

2.2.3.1 Purchasing Market 

Weele (2000) states that both buyer and seller operate in the same market, where 
buyer is the demand side and seller is the supply side. As stated by Lysons and 
Farrington (2006), economic theory shows that demand and supply are balanced 
by the influence of price, the equilibrium price indicating the point at which 
demand and supply are equal (Figure 7). When demand exceeds supply, prices 
tend to rise and this market is called as seller‟s market. Contrariwise, prices tend to 
fall when supply exceeds demand and the market is buyer‟s market. 

 

Figure 7. Supply, demand and equilibrium price (Lysons and Farrington, 2006, p. 435). 
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Weele (2000) states that knowledge about the market facilitates decision making 
process for industrial purchaser exclusively while purchasing raw materials. Market 
condition can be different, due to time, prices, actors on market and economic 
situation. The characteristics and dimensions of each market from supply side are 
shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Important dimensions of market situations (Perreault and McCarthy, 

2003,p.466) 

Types of Situation in Market 

Important 

Dimensions 

Pure 

Competition 
Oligopoly 

Monopolistic 

Competition 
Monopoly 

Uniqueness of 

each company’s 

Product 

None None Some Unique 

Number of 

Competitors 
Many Few Few to many None 

Size of 

Competitors 

(compared to 

size of market 

Small Large Large to small None 

Elasticity of 

demand facing 

company 

Completely 

elastic 

Kinked 

demand 

curve 

Either Either 

Elasticity of 

industry demand 
Either Inelastic Either Either 

Control of price 

by company 
None 

Some 

(with care) 
Some Complete 

The pure competition can be discussed as ideal state for the market, according to 
Perreault and McCarthy (2003) the pure competition is market situation which 
arises when market has: 

 Homogeneous products; 

 Large number of buyers and sellers, which are aware of market; 

 Easy access for new customers and companies. 

A market is oligopoly when there is more than one but still few suppliers in the 
market (Hirshleifer, Glazer and Hirshleifer, 2005). The oligopoly according to 
Perreault and McCarthy (2003) appears when market has: 

 Homogenous products; 

 Relatively less number of sellers; 

 Fairly inelastic industry demand curve. 

Monopolistic competition is a market structure where: 

 Products produced by sellers have little differentiation; 

 Producer is able to set its price without affecting market as a whole 
(Perreault and McCarthy, 2003). 
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On the other hand, there is monopoly- which is discussed as market situation 
when: 

 An industry contains only one company; 

 If the company can drive out competitors by lower production prices then 
it becomes natural monopoly (Hirshleifer, Glazer and Hirshleifer, 2005). 

From the demand side market can be pure competition, oligopsony and 
monopsony. Pure competition is same the market structure for both demand and 
supply side. Oligopsony is the market when there are not enough buyers for 
product, in other words market lacks of demanders (Kim, 2004). Monopsony, on 
the other hand, is when one buyer faces many different suppliers, i.e. market with 
a single buyer (Boal and Ransom, 1997). 

Decision making process regarding the purchasing can be complex and uncertain. 
Therefore, decision making process should be coordinated in a way that the 
decision made is satisfactory to all parties involved (Weele, 2000). In order to have 
a clear idea before making the decision, purchaser should analyze the purchasing 
market.  

Weele (2000) listed some important characteristics of markets as follows:  

 Professional purchasing; 

 Derived demand; 

 Inelastic, fluctuating demand; 

 Geographical concentration; 

 Large order quantities and large amount of money involved; 

 Limited number of customers; 

Market study is highlighted as an important element of purchasing management 
by Weele (2000). Fearon (1976 cited in Lysons and Farrington, 2006) defines 
market research as “systematic gathering, classifying and analyzing data 
considering all relevant factors that influence the procurement of goods and 
services for the purpose of meeting present and future company requirements in 
such a way that they contribute to an optimal return.” Developments in 
technology, changes in supply market dynamics; monetary developments are the 
reasons to conduct a purchasing market research (Weele, 2000). Information 
gathered thought the market analysis is important for procurement planning since 
it gives ability to see composition and growth of marketplace for both suppliers 
and buyers (Sollish and Semanik, 2007).For instance, analysis of suppliers and 
materials cost and price can be helpful in order to have a better understanding in 
supply market dynamics. Lysons and Farrington (2006) listed the factors to 
perform a market study as follows: 

 Purchasing market study helps to forecast long-term demand; 

 It is a tool to help forecasting the price trends, how cost affect the 
production cost, how it is reflected in the selling price; 
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 It shows the alternative material sources; 

 It provides up-to-date information regarding to pay trends, commodity 
prices, political factors so that purchasing strategy to employ can be 
decided. 

Leenders, et al. (2006) point out three different ways to conduct a market study. 
First way is to assign a purchaser employee to a full-time researcher position. 
Second way is to give a part-time responsibility to a purchaser employee. This way 
is preferable due to the lack of time in the purchasing department. Third way is to 
form a cross functional team in order to have an expanded knowledge in market 
study. On the other hand, Weele (2000) suggests outsourcing the market study 
because of the lack of time of purchasers and hiring a consultant company or 
form a team consisting of employees of purchasing department and researchers 
from consulting company. 

According to Buvik (2001) market research must begin with identification and 
analysis of market structures, since it is base for purchasing decisions, and second 
step; therefore, should be discussions on role market structure plays in purchasing. 

2.2.3.2 Selection and Evaluation of Suppliers 

Good suppliers are invaluable resource for the company, they make direct 
contribution to company‟s success, in most of the cases good suppliers help 
companies to develop product, do value analysis and guarantee timely delivery of 
desired level of quality (Dobler and Burt, 1996).  

Current and new suppliers need to be evaluated. Different authors present 
different approaches for evaluating suppliers. The evaluation of suppliers is 
prerequisite step for selection of suppliers. The process of supplier selection is 
much more complex than reviewing price list of it. The data for selection of 
suppliers includes both qualitative and quantitative data (Ho, Xu and Dey, 2010). 
The evaluation according to Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna (2002) is normally 
based on quality, price, delivery and service. 

Quality: Quality is a wide term which can be discussed from different 
perspectives. From the purchasing point of view quality is discussed as an 
agreement upon requirements of certain product or service between buyer and 
seller (Weele, 2000). The quality should be defined for every product to be 
purchased, depending on the type of product the company produces. The quality 
defining actors might vary and they can be from marketing, purchasing or 
production department. Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986) state that quality 
should be expressed in the way that supplier knows buyers quality requirements 
based on the purchasing contract. Quality requirements also can be set by 
government regulations, some country regulations require that all imported 
products must be ISO certified. 
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Price: Lysons and Farrington, (2006, p.434) defined price as “the value of a 
commodity or service measured in terms of the standard monetary unit”.  The 
importance of price varies depending on the purchasing strategies. It has been 
discussed during decades that quality and price are interrelated and quality is 
measured by cost. Price for the certain purchased product is arguable; there are 
negotiations about the price paid for supplier. The price of product or service 
should be fair; Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986) discuss three general criteria for 
fair price:  

1. Price should have objective relation with cost; 

2. Price is result of economic conditions and demand; 

3. Price is determined by competition. 

Lysons and Farrington (2006) state that variations  in prices are due to several 
aspects, such as quantity discounts, cash discounts, time, quality or transportation 
considerations.  

Delivery: Ability of supplier to deliver the products on time is one of the 
important aspects to consider when evaluating or choosing supplier. Lysons and 
Farrington (2006) discuss Just-in-Time (JIT) philosophy for purchasing and 
emphasizes that in JIT purchasing all products must be delivered where they are 
needed, when they are needed and exact quantity, also the purchased products 
must be usable. The need for JIT purchasing strategy depends on the company‟s 
way of working. 

Service: Service is performance-based encounter, intangible activities that is 
offered from one to another (Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna, 2002). Companies 
often require some sort of service from their suppliers, the importance of the 
service on purchased product varies according to the type of industry. 

Figure 8 illustrates variables above and area of supplier acceptance. Area of 
supplier acceptance demonstrates the degree to which company‟s requirements are 
met (Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna, 2002). 

 

Figure 8. Supplier evaluation variables (Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna, 2002, p. 23). 

The selection of supplier is a hard decision and it requires time, the selection itself 
is last step of the process. Weele (2000) states that in practice the step “selection”, 
contains number of separate stages, as shown in Figure 9. The author identifies 
four stages in order to select suppliers.  
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Figure 9. Separate steps in 'Suppliers Selection' (Weele, 2000, p.55). 

The steps in the supplier selection require careful evaluation of suppliers. In order 
to get all necessary information and have first-hand data about performance of 
supplier, different sources can be used; Dobler and Burt (1996) discuss number of 
them: trade journals, the yellow pages, trade exhibits, company personnel etc.    

Purchasing literature discusses that previously companies tend to have many 
suppliers for the same product, but the tendency has changed and nowadays a 
single supplier strategy is used in order to achieve particular advantages. Dobler 
and Burt (1996) discuss the advantages associated with a single supplier: 

 Economies of scale due to the higher volume purchase; 

 Quality considerations; 

 The buyer has more influence on supplier; 

 Lower costs are incurred to source, process, expedite and inspect; 

 The quality, control and coordination required with just-in-time 
manufacturing require a single source. 

Obviously, according to statement above, having limited number of suppliers is an 
advantage. However, Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna (2002) argue that having a 
single supplier might be risky. The risk might be from: 

 Exposure in time of shortage, fire or strike; 

 Supplier price increase; 

 Supplier complacency about quality and quality service. 

The company has to choose between what strategy to have, considered all risks 
and advantages with single strategy (Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna, 2002). 
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2.2.4 Purchasing Strategies and Policies 

Bales (1977 cited in Farmer, 1981) define strategy as a pattern of important 
decisions for determining the course of a business by a general manager and his 
immediate subordinates. According to Bales‟ (1977) definition, Farmer (1981) 
further explains that every business has a strategy, explicit or implicit, coordinated 
or not. Ellram and Carr (1994) differentiate three types of purchasing strategies: 
(1) specific strategies employed by purchasing function; (2) purchasing role in 
supporting the strategies of other functions and those of the companies as a 
whole; and (3) the utilization of purchasing as a strategic function of the company. 
Before purchasing moves to corporate level strategies, the functional strategies in 
the department should be effectively planned and implemented (Ellram and Carr, 
1994).Purchasing strategies are the functional strategies which are expected to be 
consistent with corporate strategies (Lysons and Farrington, 2006). The 
relationship between the company‟s corporate and purchasing strategies can be 
seen in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10. The relationship of purchasing strategy to company’s corporate strategy 

(Virolainen, 1997, p. 658). 

Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.71) state that “Policies are instruments for strategy 
implementation”. According to Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986), every 
purchasing department has policies, whether written or not, and advantages of 
having purchasing policies are highlighted as follow; a policy assures that same 
action is taken or same decision is made every time when the comparable situation 
arises. In addition to the realization of great cost savings, Weele (2000) adds that 
purchasing policies contribute to a higher capital turnover ratio.  
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2.2.5 Price and Cost on the Market 

Purchasing managers believe that suppliers should be paid the “fair price” and 
according to Leenders, et al. (2006, p.198) “fair price is the lowest price that 
ensures a continuous supply of the proper quality where and when needed”. The 
continuous supply is from the supplier who makes reasonable profit and relation 
between the company and the supplier is on the long term basis. The suppliers 
total cost and reasonable profit should be covered by total sales when the relation 
is on the long term basis (Leenders, et al., 2006). In order to determine the fair 
price, the manager should have experience and common sense, as well as accuracy 
in weighing different factors that makes price fair.  

Cost, on the other hand, has different definition. Manufacturing companies 
classify cost in two types: direct cost and indirect cost. Direct cost are the costs 
that can be specifically assigned to direct materials or labor, indirect cost are costs 
which occur in the operation or process, but cannot be exactly related to 
production unit (Leenders, et al., 2006). The cost approach gives opportunities to 
purchasers to seek lower-cost suppliers or to suggest less costly manufacturing 
alternatives (Leenders, et al., 2006). 

The market approach suggests that prices are already defined in the marketplace 
and may not be related directly to cost, if the demand is higher than available 
supply - prices rise, when demand is low - prices go down. However, situation is 
not always that simplified (Leenders, et al, 2006). In the market approach 
purchaser either accepts the revealing prices on the market or finds ways around 
them, sometimes purchasers use long-term contracts in order to stimulate supplier 
to neglect market conditions. 
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3 Methodology 

The following chapter presents: basic introduction to research, how research was performed, how 
literature was found, which methods and tools were used during the study and how the gathered 
data was analyzed with support from literature. The quality insurance of the research is followed 
accordingly.  

3.1 Introduction to Research Method 

A research is a systematic process of investigation, with clearly constructed 
parameters and aims at: discovery or creation of new knowledge, testing or 
confirmation of theory, or investigation of given problem to support decision 
making process (Hernon, 1991 cited in Williamson, 2002). The research increases 
understanding of how and why things behave the way they do and gives 
background for decisions (Williamson, 2002).   

Each of the research method has its own characteristic, advantages and 
disadvantages, unique way of collecting, analyzing and presenting the data (Yin, 
2003). In order to identify which type of research method is necessary in specific 
situations, each research method should be reviewed and strategies of it analyzed.  
Yin (2003) also identifies three basic criteria for selecting methodology: the type of 
research question, amount of control researcher has on events and the degree of 
focus on contemporary or historical event. Method of Yin (2003) was used for 
identifying the research method. Questions generated for the study were “how” 
and “why” questions and as stated by Yin (2003) case study research is used when 
there are “how” or “why” questions. The nature of the study does not require the 
control of behavioral events and this was another reason for choosing case study 
method, since when researcher has almost no control over the events case study 
method is used (Yin, 2003).The observation in the company was performed for 
contemporary events as well as historical data was gathered for deeper analysis. 
Yin (2003) suggested that when main focus of the research is on contemporary 
events, the method for analysis is case study. In the light of the stated reasons, 
case study is used in this study as a research method. 
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3.1.1 Research Design of the Thesis 

Case study according to Yin (2003) is a methodology for in-depth studying a 
current phenomenon when boundaries between phenomenon and the real life are 
not completely clear. Case study can be of different kind, Yin (2003) classifies 
different designs of case studies under two categories: holistic view on the case or 
embedded view. Both categories fall into either single or multiple case study 
designs. A single case study allows full investigation of phenomena and rich 
understanding of case, the questions that need investigation determine the number 
of cases for study (Williamson, 2002). The report is designed as single embedded 
case study, since the subunits of the single case needed to be analyzed as well. 
According to Yin (2003) single embedded case study is used when there is single 
case but attention is also given to subunits of it. The sub-units as stated by Yin 
(2003) can often increase chances for extensive analysis by combining the units 
into single case. Yin (2003) also states that units of analysis can be selected by 
sampling or any other cluster methods, although no matter how the units of 
analysis are selected, the result will be called single embedded case study. Figure 11 
presents the design of single embedded case study; the context covers whole case, 
while the case itself might contain several embedded units of analysis.   

 

Figure 11. Single embedded case study design (Yin, 2003, p.40). 

The following thesis is constructed as single embedded case study due to 
following reasons: 

 The context is purchasing in Hylte mill; 

 The case is purchasing of raw materials; 

 Subunits of the study are: 

o Purchasing of virgin fiber and price pattern analysis; 

o Purchasing of recycling fiber and price pattern analysis. 

Figure 12 presents the thesis design according to Yin (2003) classification of single 
embedded case study (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Single embedded case study design of the thesis. 

The thesis is carried out based on the matrix (Table 3) generated together with the 
company at the beginning stages of research. The study consists of three basic 
steps: first step: “How” explains current situation in the purchasing department 
focusing on: structure of purchasing department, purchasing strategies, quality 
requirements for raw materials, supplier selection and evaluation, state regulations, 
market trends and price pattern. Second step “Why” is analysis of current state in 
purchasing based on the real time data and analysis of price patterns, available 
literature is used for the analysis. Based on the results from second step 
suggestions and decision approach are generated and proposed to the company, in 
order to facilitate purchasing decision of recycled and virgin fiber in step three. 

Table 3. Design of the thesis 

Focus Points Recycled Fiber (RCP) Fresh Fiber 

 

HOW? 

(Current State of 

Purchasing) 

Structure of purchasing department, purchasing strategies, 

quality requirements for raw materials, supplier selection 

and evaluation, state regulations, market trends and price 

pattern. 

WHY? 

(Current State 

Analysis) 

Analysis of current state with: 

available literature on purchasing processes and price 

pattern analysis. 

WHAT? 

(Decision Approach) 

How does the newsprint industry perform its purchasing 

activities? 

How does the virgin and recycled fiber market behave? 

What possible actions can be taken to be more efficient in 

purchasing process based on market trends?  
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During the process of writing the thesis (week 2 – week 23) six visits to the 
companies were performed: Hylte mill was visited four times, Sydved in Hylte and 
Sydved main office was visited once each. Before the first visit a relatively small 
literature review was done in order to have general idea of the Stora Enso and the 
industry the company operates in, the information regarding products of the Hylte 
mill with purchasing materials needed for production was studied as well. First 
visit for the company took introductory face to the company: manufacturing 
process and purchasing department was observed, the details of thesis were agreed 
with the company including; scope of thesis, time limitation, dates for data 
collection, amount of data needed, information sharing level and etc. During the 
second visit, first structured interview with manager of purchasing department of 
Hylte mill and non-structured interviews with the purchasing department 
employees were performed. The data for price and volume records of purchased 
recycled fiber was requested from the company on the second visit as well. On the 
third visit to the company second interview with purchasing manager was 
performed, the data gathered so far was discussed and validated with the 
interviewees. The fourth visit was performed in order to present the findings of 
the thesis. In order to get information regarding the fresh fiber purchasing process 
Hylte Sydved was visited, purchaser from Hylte Sydved was interviewed in order 
to get qualitative data regarding actual purchasing process of wood, since the 
purchaser is the person having direct contact with landowners. Sydved head office 
was visited to conduct an interview with the wood purchasing manager of Stora 
Enso who also holds the same position in Sydved. The interview with the wood 
supply manager was performed in order to get information regarding: details of 
relation of Stora Enso and Sydved, the process of  import for virgin fiber, wood 
chips exchange process with local saw mills and data for price and volume records 
of purchased wood was requested. The timeline of the thesis is presented on a 
Gantt chart in Figure 13, with detailed dates on it. The Gantt chart was 
constructed before starting the thesis in order to have a clear plan to follow, 
although the plan was adjusted during writing process. The Gantt chart in Figure 
13 presents the actual dates for each task.  

 

Figure 13. Timeline of the thesis. 
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3.2 Literature Review 

The purpose of literature review in the case study is to define what case is, to 
develop preliminary concepts around the case, to set criteria for selecting 
candidates for study and to suggest relevant data (Yin, 2003). Literature review 
process was guided by Creswell‟s (2003) seven steps in conducting literature 
review. Literature review was carefully planned at the beginning stages of research 
and performed later on. 

Step 1- Identify key words. Key words were determined at first, in order to 
search relevant literature and do not neglect any important aspect. The key words 
for searching literature include: supply chain, purchasing, environment, process 
industry, paper and pulp, newsprint, fiber, recycling. 

Step 2- Go and begin searching the library. The literature was searched among 
books, articles, journals, online databases and publications.  The online-databases 
used include: Emerald Full text, Science Direct and Google Scholar etc. 

Step 3- List 50 articles, books that are most relevant to the study. The listing 
was done after searching all available literature in all available sources.  

Step 4- Look at the articles that are central to the topic. Firstly most central 
information was reviewed.  

Step 5- Design literature map. The map was designed in order to guide the 
writing process of literature review.  

Step 6 – Begin to draft summaries of the most relevant articles.  The 
summaries were drafted in order to make easier writing process and not to miss 
important aspects. 

Step 7 – Assemble literature review. After draft summaries literature review was 
assembled, corrected and put into the report.  

According to Yin (2003) literature review helps in the case study in various ways: 
to determine area of the research, to explore what has been previously studied, 
define concrete and appropriate description of the case, gives possibility for 
generalizations of result. 
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3.3 Data Collection 

The data can be qualitative and quantitative. The quantitative data is expressed in 
terms of „numbers‟ and qualitative in terms of „words‟, the difference between the 
form of data has basic influence on how data may be analyzed, qualitative data 
offers more details of the subject, while quantitative provides more precision 
(Blaxter, Hughes and Tight, 1996).  Data collected for the thesis contains both 
qualitative and quantitative data. Yin (2003) identifies six sources of evidence 
which are used to perform a case study: documentation, archival records, 
interviews, direct observations, participant-observations and physical artifacts. In 
the following sub-sections the type of data used in the thesis, such as interviews 
and documents, will be described. 

3.3.1 Interviews 

Interviews were used in the thesis as one of the techniques for qualitative data 
collection. The interviews are most commonly used technique for conducting 
systematic social inquiry, it is special form of conversation which can be of 
different kind (Fontana and Frey, 1994). Interview is quick way of getting large 
amounts of data, gives possibility of immediate follow-up and clarification 
(Marshall and Rossman, 1999). Two types of interviews were used in this study: 
structured individual so called face-to-face interviews and unstructured individual 
interviews. 

The structured interview takes places when interviewee is asked pre-defined 
questions, with a limited set of response categories (Fontana and Frey 1994). In 
order to carry out structured interview, questions were prepared in advance 
(Appendix 1) based on the previous knowledge gathered through literature review 
and sent to interviewees four days ahead. Interviews were recorded and then 
transcribed into written data. Permission of recording was pre-agreed with 
interviewees. Four structured interviews were carried out with purchasing 
managers of virgin and recycled fibers and purchaser of Sydved. The country 
purchasing manager of Stora Enso, who is also the purchasing manager of Hylte 
mill was interviewed two times in order to get information regarding the 
purchasing process of recycled fiber. The wood supply manager of Stora Enso, 
who is also head of wood purchasing for Sydved was interviewed with the 
purpose of obtaining the information regarding the virgin fiber purchase. Details 
for purchasing process of virgin fiber were gathered by interview with Hylte 
Sydved purchaser. These interviews lasted around three hours. The interview 
questions were divided into different sections and the questions were asked by 
both researchers. 
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Unstructured interviews according to Fontana and Frey (1994) has qualitative 
nature and provides with greater breadth than any other interview types. 
Unstructured interviews are used in case studies in order to get extensive data 
from key people (Williamson, 2002). Unstructured group, as well as individual 
interviews was performed during the visits to the company. Three employees from 
purchasing department and one from production department were interviewed 
about their tasks in the purchasing; new questions were generated based on the 
answers given by interviewee. The unstructured interviews were not recorded, 
since notes were taken during interviews. 

3.3.2 Documents 

Historical data analysis is a method to discover what happened in the past by 
using records or accounts (Marshall and Rossman, 1999). In order to get 
quantitative and qualitative historical data the company‟s ERP software was used. 
Historical data of prices, purchases and dates were gathered from ERP system. 
The data was requested from the company starting from the first interview. Data 
gathering was performed on several stages of the study:  

Stage 1: Basic information about the company was found on the internet, in order 
to get the idea of company‟s history, goals, strategies, and way of working. 

Stage 2: Collection of basic data about the purchasing department: the structure 
of department, personnel and their tasks. 

Stage 3: Collection of complex data associated with processes of production, 
suppliers, contracts, historical purchase data, costs, environmental aspects, 
policies.  

After getting necessary data for analysis, data was entered in to Excel for 
proceeding with further analysis and drawing conclusions. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

In the study, data analysis is held for both qualitative and quantitative data based 
on the data collected during interviews held in the company with the managers of 
purchasing department and documents gathered from the company. The 
qualitative analysis is based on the interviews about the purchasing process for 
both virgin and recycled fiber. The quantitative analysis is performed for historical 
cost behavior for virgin and recycled fiber market. Yin (2003) suggests that data 
analysis includes examining, categorizing, tabulating, and testing. In the study, all 
collected data are categorized and that which can be tabulated are tabulated, after 
examining carefully.  
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Yin (2003) explains that every case study should have a data analysis strategy in 
order to prioritize what to analyze and lists three strategies: relying on (1) 
theoretical propositions,  (2) setting up a framework based on rival explanations, 
and (3) developing case descriptions. Yin (2003) further touches upon theoretical 
propositions as research questions and literature review. The study is based on the 
„how‟ and „why‟ research questions and a comparison between reality and 
literature is performed; therefore, one of the strategies used in the study is relying 
on theoretical propositions. The second strategy used in the study is developing 
case descriptions. This strategy is used to analyze the purchasing process. The 
process is described and compared with the literature. 

Yin (2003) suggests choosing a specific analytic technique after selecting the 
strategy. A specific analytic technique is chosen in order to analyze the cost 
behavior in virgin and recycled market and the methods stated by Pring (2004) are 
followed in the study. Since history repeats, cost behavior is identifiable, although 
it has not follow the same patter as it did before (Pring, 2004). Therefore, the 
trends of cost of virgin and recycled fiber are to be analyzed. Pring (2004, p.6) 
defines the trend as a period in which a price moves in an irregular but persistent 
direction. The importance of the longer period is also emphasized by Pring (2004), 
therefore, a longer period has been chosen for carrying out this study. The thesis 
is based on five years data, in order to have more reliable conclusions. 

The graphs are drawn in order to analyze the cost behavior in virgin and recycled 
market based on two indicators: cost and volumes. Although, the study focuses on 
cost behavior, the volume is also taken into consideration because of the benefits 
of volume studies stated by Pring (2004). Volume studies provide the information 
whether cost and volume patterns are in agreement. If the patterns disagree, it 
means that the trend found by using cost patterns is not strong. Therefore, 
volume trend analysis should be added to the study. In order to take the 
opportunity of using volume studies, in the thesis volumes of purchased virgin 
and recycled fiber are also analyzed and compared to the cost behavior. Pring 
(2004) discussed the scaling of the y-axes on graphs and logarithmic scaling is 
preferred rather than using arithmetic scaling since it gives more precisely picture 
of the behavior of the cost. The logarithmic scaling is used in the research in order 
to understand the exact cost behavior. 

3.5 Accuracy of the Research 

In order to analyze accuracy of research, literature refers to two terms: validity and 
reliability. The way accuracy of research is ensured in the study is explored in the 
chapter 6.1 „Discussion of Method‟. 
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4 Empirical Findings – Current State 

This chapter presents the current state of the plant in the sense of how the Hylte mill purchasing 
department functions today. The chapter includes: Strategies of the purchasing department, 
selection of suppliers, the relations between purchasing and suppliers, explains the markets for 
virgin and recycled fiber the products and presents graphs for analysis of virgin and recycled fiber 
cost patterns.  

4.1 Purchasing 

The Hylte mill produces only one product, standard newsprint with different 
grades. The Hylte mill produces 4 different grades for newsprint paper, since 
different customers require different paper grade. Quality and fibers used in the 
production for different grades of paper are the same. The Hylte mill has four 
paper machines for production; all machines use the same fibers, although for 
some machines specific fiber is preferred. Purchasing for Hylte mill, is of critical 
importance since 56% of final product price is determined by prices for virgin and 
recycled fiber. In the Hylte mill which is Stora Enso‟s plant for producing 
newsprint, the purchasing is divided into two departments: the purchasing 
department of Hylte mill, which deals with purchasing of recycled fiber and 
indirect materials for production, and the purchasing for virgin fiber (wood) which 
is performed by an organization called Sydved, located near to the Hylte Mill. 
Sydved is a company which is 70% owned by Stora Enso, and 30% by Munksjö. 
The reason for having separate purchasing departments is the amount of 
suppliers, wood purchasers have. Forests in Sweden are mostly owned by private 
landowners and Sydved deals with thousands of landowners in the region. 

4.1.1 Purchasing Process for Virgin Fiber 

60% of Sweden‟s land area is forested, out of which 51% of the total forest areas 
are owned by private land owners and 49% is owned by state. The virgin fiber 
which comes from wood and can be of different kind: from wide variation of 
round wood species, different density of wood species and from different grades 
of wood chips.  

The purchasing of virgin fiber for Stora Enso is outsourced to Sydved, that has 
purchasing offices for different areas in south of Sweden. The purchasing of 
virgin fiber for the Hylte mill is mainly performed in Hylte Sydved. Sydved is 
purchasing around 90% of virgin fiber from domestic sources; the rest 10% is 
imported. Sydved purchases only domestic wood, in order to import the virgin 
fiber from different countries Stora Enso has purchasers which might be 
employed by Sydved as well, but while searching for virgin fiber supply around the 
world, purchasers work under employment of Stora Enso.  
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Virgin fiber used for production in the Hylte mill composes of wood chips and 
round wood, wood chips are purchased from saw mills and round wood is 
purchased mostly from private landowners from the nearest areas. Hylte Sydved 
consists of six purchasers and purchasing manager (Figure 14). Each purchaser 
has different region in which they purchase wood. 

 

Figure 14. Hylte Sydved organization chart. 

The purchasers of Sydved are mostly working with landowners within the region 
they are responsible for. Before the purchasing process has not completed, the 
decision regarding purchasing is discussed with purchasing manager, the details 
discussed depends on experience of purchaser. For the ones who have years of 
experience with purchasing within Sydved, the discussion regarding purchasing 
details is less. The purchasers often provide assistance for land-owners, in terms 
of consulting regarding the forests: when to harvest, what are the prices, how to 
get best out of forest, clear cutting or thinning, etc. 

The purchasing decision is made by Sydved; Stora Enso does not control the 
decisions regarding the purchases, although the demand information regarding the 
volumes is set by Stora Enso. The demand for total newsprint is forecasted by the 
marketing department of Stora Enso; subsequently sent to the production 
manager of the Hylte mill. After production department sets the recipe for 
manufacturing the newsprint, the decision regarding the virgin fiber volumes are 
given back to Stora Enso, which forwards the information to head office of 
Sydved in Jönköping (Figure 15). The main office of Sydved distributes the 
demand information to the South and North region managers, who process this 
information to the Hylte Sydved and other district offices located in Sweden. 
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Figure 15. Virgin fiber demand information flow for the Hylte mill. 

Around 30% of virgin fiber used by the Hylte mill is imported. After sharing the 
demand information of virgin fiber for upcoming year, it becomes possible to 
estimate the amount of virgin fiber needed to be imported. In order to know the 
quantity of imported virgin fiber, Sydved head office informs Stora Enso about 
approximate volumes that are possible to be delivered for upcoming year. The 
amount that Sydved is not able to deliver is purchased by Stora Enso purchasers 
from UK, Denmark, Finland, Scotland, etc. 

The Hylte mill consumes 1 million cubic meters of virgin fiber during a year, out 
of which 30% is wood chips, and 70% is round wood. 30% of wood chips are 
supplied from saw mills, which has advantage for fresh condition of supply and 
logistics cost, since they are nearest to mills. In order to purchase virgin fiber for 
the Hylte mill, Sydved makes sure that suppliers qualify the criteria stated by 
Hylte: The round wood used in the Hylte mill‟s production is only from spruce, 
while wood chips can be in different combination. Wood chips can be in different 
grades and are classified by Scandinavian Pulp, Paper and Board Test Committee 
(SCAN-CM) using special method for classification. Hylte mill is using following 
grades of wood chips (See Figure 16):  

 3.5- Over thick chips (8 mm slot) − Chips that pass the first screen of the 

classifier but are retained on the second screen, when chip size 

classification is performed as specified in this method; 

 3.6 - Large accept chips (13 mm hole) − Chips that pass the top two 

screens of the classifier but are retained on the third screen, when chip size 

classification is performed as specified in this method;  
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 3.7 - Small accept chips (7 mm hole) – Chips that pass the top three 

screens of the classifier but are retained on the fourth screen, when chip 

size classification is performed as specified in this method; 

  3.8 - Pin chips (3 mm hole) − Chips that pass the top four screens of the 

classifier but are retained on the fifth screen, when chip size classification is 

performed as specified in this method. 

 

Figure 16. The five screens and the fines tray in the chip classifier (in millimeters). 

In order to purchase the wood chips for the Hylte mill, Sydved ensures that wood 
chips offered by saw mills contain: about 80 – 85% of the 3.6 and 3.7, less than 
10% for 3.8, less than 5% of 3.5 and bark less than 1%. 

Besides the production requirements Sydved ensures that: wood chips are fresh 
and are delivered to the Hylte mill within three days from their production in saw 
mills. Round wood, from May to October should not be older than, 4 weeks from 
when tree is cut to when newspaper is made. Requirements on logs: there are 3 
stacks of logs in Hylte: low density, middle density and high density. The Hylte 
mill requires more high density wood, since there is a lot more virgin fiber in high 
density wood than in low density wood. 

Sydved sets the local strategies for purchasing and later discusses it with Stora 
Enso. The main purchasing strategy for Sydved is to purchase as much as possible 
with reasonable price, have control of volumes, when to harvest and type of 
assortments, control the freshness and quality from roadside to customer, have 
bigger supply than mills consume. Sydved performs business-to-business actions, 
while harvesting 3 million standing volumes of trees, 1.4 million saw logs are 
generated. Sydved exchanges saw logs to around 40 mills in Sweden, with the 
wood chips. The exchange of saw log with woodchips is cost effective for the 
Sydved; therefore, more attention is paid to the process of exchange. 
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The relation between Sydved and their suppliers is based on trust and years of 
experience the company has with the suppliers. Sydved does not share the 
demand information with suppliers, because of the amount of suppliers they have. 
The suppliers vary in sizes, but in general Sydved has small suppliers. Each 
purchaser in Sydved purchases wood from around 400 different landowners 
during the year. The aim of the purchaser is to have updated information from 
every supplier; the purchaser should have contact with each supplier at least once 
a year. In total Sydved purchases 6 million m3 of wood, out of which private land-
owners account for 3 million m3, 0.5 million m3comes from state forests and 0.5 
million m3from competitor. Sydved delivers some part of purchased wood to 
competitor companies in order to have lowest logistics cost. The rest is wood 
chips from business-to-business operations. While selecting the new suppliers 
purchasers from Sydved consider several aspects:  

 Distance from supplier to the mill (logistics costs); 

 Cost of wood; 

 Flexibility; 

 Willingness of suppliers to have long term relationship. 

Purchasers of Sydved find new suppliers on the web, Sydved has special software 
which gives purchasers ability to see the maps of forests with the owners and 
contact information. The software gives purchaser ability to see if the landowner 
had any form of relationship with Sydved before.  

The excessive amount of wood suppliers makes it almost impossible to evaluate 
the suppliers. Although the evaluation of wood chips suppliers is performed on 
yearly basis, and followed up every three month. The evaluation is based on:  

 Suppliers flexibility (volumes supplier is able to deliver); 

 Price; 

 Distance from supplier to the mill (logistics costs). 

Since the size of suppliers is different both for wood and for wood chips, Sydved 
tries to have more long term relationship with the suppliers that are bigger than 
others.  

Negotiations with wood suppliers occur on two issues: price paid for the wood 
and the time for cutting. Some landowners are not willing to cut their forest 
during some season or they are not satisfied with the price paid by purchasers of 
Sydved. 
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4.1.2 Purchasing Process of Recycled Fiber 

Hylte mill began using recycled paper around 15 years ago because of the 
Producer Responsibility Ordinance (PRO), according to the law stated in PRO, 
newsprint production companies should collected 70% of produced newspapers. 
The PRO only covers the newspapers that are produced and used in Sweden. 
Nowadays collecting the recycled paper has moved far beyond the PRO, since 
newsprint industries are using it as main raw material used in production. 

Sweden generally has two type of waste collection:  

 Curb side collection – when collection of waste takes place near to 

apartments; 

 Recycling points – separate points of recycling where people go and leave 

the waste. 

Single collection rights give the company right to collect the waste from recycling 
points, for single collection rights the negotiation occurs between five or six 
companies in order to decide the specific area for each company. When a 
company gets single collection right for specific area, not all the recycling points 
might be included in it, as well as curb-side collection might not be included in it. 
There are particular suppliers for curb side collection, which deliver the waste to 
the company having single collection right for the area where the curb-side 
collection occurs. The relation between the sub-supplier and the company is based 
on contract; the market is free although there is a recommendation for the 
amount paid to supplier. 

Supplying recycled paper is handled by purchasing department in the Hylte mill 
and the head of department is the Country Manager of Sweden (Figure 17). The 
main responsibility of the purchasing department is to purchase raw material (i.e. 
recycled fiber). The purchasing department becomes of strategic importance for 
the Hylte mill, since 32% of final product cost is determined by the price of 
recycled fiber. In addition to the raw material, the purchasing department is 
responsible for purchasing of maintenance materials. The department consists of 
three purchasers, a controller, a representative of finance and the manager who is 
responsible for department (Figure 18). The purchasers assist the manager, and 
controller and representative of finance are responsible for cost/finance issues. 
Although the manager is the decision maker in the department, employees can 
contribute to the decision making process. The purchasing department is not part 
of logistics in Hylte, the scope of purchasing covers all the purchases for recycled 
fiber and process material, but transportation is not part of purchasing, the cost of 
logistics is not under consideration when purchasing materials. The purchasing 
manager in the Hylte mill is the country purchasing manager as well and supplies 
all plants in Sweden with recycled fiber. Stora Enso has decentralized purchasing 
process, the decision regarding recycled fiber purchase in Hylte are local, Stora 
Enso is not controlling the decision making process.  
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Figure 17. Purchasing organization for Stora Enso. 

 

Figure 18.Purchasing department structure in the Hylte mill. 

Purchasing in Hylte starts with yearly plan, which comes from the marketing 
department, which forecasts the amount of newsprint the company will sell during 
upcoming year. The plan is then passed to the production department, which sets 
the recipe for the newsprint production, i.e. determines how much virgin and 
recycled fiber will be needed for production. When the recipe for production is 
determined, the information regarding amount of recycled paper needed in 
production is passed to the purchasing department. The yearly plan is 
subsequently adjusted once a month according to the actual situation. The 
demand information flow explained is presented in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Recycled fiber demand information flow for Hylte mill. 

Local strategies and goals for purchasing are determined by the purchasing 
department and Stora Enso together, local strategies are living documents, the 
follow up on the way of working and achieving the goal, are discussed on weekly 
basis locally in purchasing department in Hylte. Twice a month purchasing heads 
of six production plants in Sweden have continual reviews of way of working and 
strategies. The global strategies for purchasing come from head of purchasing in 
Stora Enso.  

Supplier selection in the purchasing department begins with quality of the 
material. The Hylte mill purchases only three specific grade qualities, determined 
by the European Union standard of recycled paper, called EN 346. Following 
three standards are used in the Hylte mill:  

 1.06 Unsold magazines - Unsold magazines, with or without glue. 

 1.11 Sorted graphic paper for deinking - Sorted graphic paper from 

households, newspapers and magazines, each at a minimum of 40 %. The 

percentage of non-deink able paper and board should be reduced over time 

to a maximum level of 1, 5 %. The actual percentage is to be negotiated 

between buyer and seller. 

 2.02 Unsold newspapers - Unsold daily newspapers, free from additional 

inserts or illustrated material colored in the mass. 
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Only after ensuring that suppliers satisfy the quality of European Standard, 
selection of supplier moves to next step. Since all the suppliers of the Hylte mill 
are from the European Union, quality consideration is not problematic. The 
second step in the selection of suppliers is price. The prices are different for 
different suppliers, the prices change according to season and quality. The third 
step for selection is delivery, in terms of distance. The purchasing department is 
the one paying for the transportation cost although delivery cost of recycled paper 
is considered and calculated by the logistics department, which is not located in 
Hylte. The trucks for transportation of recycled paper are used in two ways: to 
deliver purchased recycled paper and to deliver final products to Hylte‟s 
customers. The means of transportation depend on the location of supplier, 
waterways or railways can also be used but the cost differs. The fourth criterion is 
the size of supplier, if the supplier is big and operates in different markets; it is 
more convenient to work with them. 

The purchasing department purchases recycled paper mainly from waste 
management companies of printing houses mainly located in Europe, although 
according to volumes purchased during the past, it can be said that main supplier 
for the Hylte mill is Sweden. The other suppliers include waste management 
companies and printing houses from: Denmark, Germany, Finland, Iceland, 
Norway and UK. The evaluation of suppliers is performed once in two years, and 
is based on supplier‟s performance from the previous years. The main aspects 
considered while evaluating suppliers is: cost, quality, flexibility and delivery. 

 Price – the prices supplier offered compared to market price; 

 Quality – which quality of recycled paper supplier provided;  

 Flexibility – how supplier satisfied demand of the Hylte mill; 

 Delivery – measured in distance, the closer the supplier, less transportation 

costs for the Hylte mill.  

Supplier relationship takes different forms in the Hylte mill. The purchasing 
department tries to have several big suppliers on long term basis. For big suppliers 
Hylte mill has a written contract, frame contract, with an appendix stating prices 
and volumes. Mostly volumes are stated while prices are mutually agreed and 
written on monthly basis since it is impossible to decide for the fixed prices for 
example for duration of 5 years. Both the buyer and the seller need to have 
flexibility on price. The Hylte mill also has flexible contracts with suppliers, in this 
case of contract does not provide for exact volumes and when the Hylte mill 
needs extra amount, the purchasing manager contacts the supplier and asks for 
required amount.  
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Purchasing department shares their demand information with big suppliers. The 
purchasing manager contacts the suppliers in November when the purchasing 
department gets the demand from production for upcoming year. It shares the 
demand and specifies the amount supplier will be able to provide for upcoming 
year. The demand information is shared by the phone, suppliers do not have 
access to companies ERP system and in reverse. In case big suppliers are not able 
to provide the Hylte mill with necessary amount or quality, small suppliers are 
used or in order to compensate for lack of material spot markets are used. 

The purchasing manager finds new suppliers on the internet, or from the tax 
authorities, but in most cases new suppliers call the purchasing manager to offer 
different qualities of recycled paper from different areas. In order to purchase 
recycled paper from a new supplier, supplier evaluation is performed. The Hylte 
mill tries to have suppliers which are trusted on the market. 

4.2 Fiber Markets 

Fiber markets for recycled fiber and virgin fiber are driven by different actors; 
therefore, the fiber markets have different characteristics. Recycled and virgin 
fiber markets are explained in the following subsections. 

4.2.1 Virgin Fiber Market 

The actors in the virgin fiber market from the supply side are private forest 
landowners, saw mills and state owned forests. On the demand side the actors are 
purchasers from a paper and pulp manufacturing plant, or a service company 
which is in contract with paper and pulp manufacturing plants in order to supply 
virgin fiber. 

70% of total virgin fiber demand in the Hylte mill is supplied by Sydved and 30% 
of the total virgin fiber demand is imported. Sydved purchases virgin fiber for 
different mills of Stora Enso in Sweden. Sydved precedes the information of 
purchased virgin fiber cost to Stora Enso head office. In other words, Stora Enso 
head office has a cost basket which contains the cost of purchased virgin fiber and 
logistics cost of different mills. Therefore, the invoice for the purchased virgin 
fiber comes to the Hylte mill from Stora Enso head office. The price paid by 
Sydved for the virgin fiber is different from the price paid for the purchased virgin 
fiber in the Hylte mill. Sydved is responsible for the domestic purchases in 
Sweden and since the supply is not enough to meet the demand of the Hylte mill, 
Stora Enso imports the virgin fiber. 

The virgin fiber monthly prices for years 2005-2010 are represented in Figure 20. 
Months are shown in the horizontal axis and price is used to draw the vertical axis, 
but it is intentionally removed since price is private internal information of the 
company. The monetary value used to construct the graph in Figure 20 is the price 
that Sydved paid to virgin fiber suppliers. Although the cost of purchased virgin 
fiber for the Hylte mill is different than the price used in Figure 20, the price paid 
to Sydved for purchasing the virgin fiber is used since it represents the market 
price best. 
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In contrast to the recycled fiber, the flow of virgin fiber volumes is constant on 
monthly basis. Sydved supplies the Hylte mill with 55000 m3 spruce round woods 
and 25000 m3 spruce woodchips every month. 

 

Figure 20.Virgin fiber cost based on months for years 2005-2010. 

4.2.2 Recycled Fiber Market 

Recycled fiber is a material which cannot be stored more than six months due to 
the fact that it starts to change the color and becomes yellow. In other words, it 
loses the quality and cannot be used in production. Therefore, every tire in the 
recycled fiber supply chain does not have enough storage and they work on JIT 
basis. Paper production companies, collectors, waste management companies have 
storages in order to keep the material for several days before sending it to the next 
tire.  
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Another aspect which characterizes the recycled fiber market is its dependence on 
season. The supply in the market depends on season. Recycled fiber is mainly 
obtained from household waste, and during winter people are not eager to throw 
away the waste, so the supply in the market decreases. During the times when 
recycled paper is undersupplied in the market, decisions regarding the purchasing 
should be faster, as there is the spot market during undersupply times and some 
spot markets are for two weeks or one week. Although prices are higher in the 
spot market, in order to supply the required amount the purchasing manager 
should make decisions in shorter time since purchasers in other companies might 
be faster and want to purchase the fiber. On the other hand, during spring people 
want to get rid of the waste they have collected during winter, and the supply in 
the market increases hence the price decreases. During summer, when most of the 
people are on vacation, the supply in the market again decreases. Therefore, the 
amount supplied in spring compensates summer time. After vacation period, 
schools start for students as well, therefore supply for recycled fiber increases and 
price decreases in the market.   

The monthly prices of purchased recycled fiber for the years 2005-2010 are 
presented in Figure 21. Y-axis represents the price and x-axis represents the 
months. Different behavior of the recycled fiber prices can be observed for years 
in Figure 21.  

 

Figure 21. Recycled fiber cost based on months for years 2005-2010. 

The total volume purchased from each supplier are summed up and represented 
based on months in Figure 22, y-axis represents the volumes and x-axis represents 
the months. Amount of volumes purchased have not significantly changed in time 
and almost equal amounts are purchased every month. 
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Since collected data is available till November, 2010, last two months of 2010 are 
not included in Figure 21 and 22. 

 

Figure 22. Volumes purchased for recycled fiber. 
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Recycled fiber market has suffered from lack of high quality supplies. Recently 
newspaper reading habits has been decreasing and more and more people prefer 
to read news on internet. Therefore, newspaper consumption is not enough to 
recycle. Although paper recycling has started to spread to all Europe and 
nowadays most of the European countries recycle waste papers, the demand for 
recycled paper has increased, as well. Therefore, recycled paper suppliers become 
stronger actor in the market. Almost all paper and pulp manufacturers use 
recycled paper in their processes, so they have to purchase recycled paper. 
However, they cannot drive the market and they are forced to purchase what 
suppliers offer, whether it is the best quality for their manufacturing processes or 
not. On the other hand, this situation is in reverse in Asia, for instance in China 
and India. Although the newsprint industry has not been growing in Europe and 
North America, in Asia the industry has been developing. In the developing 
countries people have started to read newspapers, which can be resulted in higher 
supply in recycled fiber market if waste paper is recycled.
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5 Analysis 

This chapter presents the analysis of the current situation in purchasing department in the Hylte 
Mill and discusses the market study for purchasing virgin and recycled fibers. 

5.1 Purchasing of Fibers 

Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna (2002) stated that purchasing has prime 
importance in supply management activities and in the organizational structure of 
Stora Enso purchasing is also one of the main functions. Purchasing became of 
prime importance for the Hylte mill since 56% of final product cost is depended 
on purchasing price of raw materials i.e. virgin and recycled fiber which is in line 
with the statement of Maspons, et al. (1993 cited in Autio, et al., 1997). The 
purchasing in Stora Enso carries complex structure when it comes to fibers, since 
the purchasing process of virgin fiber is outsourced to the wood supply company 
named Sydved. In order to analyze and be able to compare the structure of 
purchasing process and market prices for fibers, the company Sydved was 
included in the thesis.   

The purchasing department of Stora Enso organization is responsible for 
supplying raw materials (virgin and recycled fibers), process materials (chemicals 
to be used in production), and major equipment according to the classification of 
purchased goods by Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna (2002). In order to be more 
efficient in purchasing activities, Stora Enso has separate departments for the 
purchasing which is classified as decentralized purchasing activities according to 
Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986). 

As stated by Dobler and Burt (1996) purchasing of both fibers begins with the 
identification of purchasing. The marketing department forecasts the demand for 
upcoming year, and passes information to production department of Hylte mill. 
The production department in the Hylte mill sets the recipe for production 
regarding the percentage usage of fibers. After the recipe is set the amount of 
recycled fiber needed is passed to the purchasing manager of Hylte mill; while the 
demand for virgin fiber is preceded to Sydved head office, where demand is 
passed to the Hylte Sydved. Finally the forecasted amount of fiber is passed to the 
Hylte Sydved purchasers (Figure 15). The purchasing of virgin fiber for the Hylte 
mill consists of two different purchasing processes: purchasing wood from the 
landowners and business-to-business purchase of wood chips from saw mill 
companies. 

Since paper production is classified in process industry (Mahadevan, 2010), the 
importance of five rights (i.e. the right material, right quantity, right price, right 
time and right place) discussed by Quayle (2006) becomes essential. Not only the 
purchasing process but the department structure should be planned carefully. The 
heart of process industry is manufacturing processes, in order to keep the 
production running both fiber should be in right quantity, at right place and right 
time. Since 56% of final product cost is depended on the prices of fibers, the right 
price becomes crucial as well, due to the market competition for newsprint 
industry. The reasons for importance of five rights are summarized in Table 4:  
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Table 4. Importance of Five Rights for virgin and recycled fiber (Quayle, 2006) 

Right Material at Right 

Time 

Right Quantity at Right 

Place 
Right Price 

Recycled paper cannot be 

stored more than six month, 

after six month the quality 

of it decreases and paper 

becomes yellow. Virgin 

fiber should be in fresh 

condition (4 weeks from 

cutting) when delivered to 

the Hylte mill. Therefore, 

both fibers should be 

delivered in right time, and 

the quality of material 

should be right. 

The Hylte mill is not able to 

store more than one week 

supply of fibers, needed for 

production. Therefore, 

recycled and virgin fibers 

should be right quantity and 

in the right place. 

32% of final product price 

is determined by price of 

recycled paper, and 24% of 

final product price is 

determined by price of 

virgin fiber. In order to 

maintain competitive prices 

on the market, purchase of 

fibers should be done in 

cost efficient manner. 

Therefore, the importance 

of right price is essential for 

purchasers. 

5.1.1 Purchasing of Fibers in Organizational Context 

The purchasing organizations for virgin and recycled fiber follow different 
structures. Stora Enso purchasing activities do not include the purchasing of 
virgin fiber and it is outsourced to another company. The purchasing department 
purchases recycled fiber needed for production and indirect material needed for 
maintenance. Stora Enso has combination of centralized and decentralized 
purchasing system. Although head of purchasing is the manager for all purchasing 
departments in different mills, each purchasing department has its own manager 
who is in charge of decision-making. Stora Enso takes an advantage of combining 
centralized and decentralized purchasing department as explained by Lynsons and 
Farrington (2006). While Leenders, et al. (2006) suggest that whichever structure 
company has, the focus of purchasing system should be on maximizing 
advantages and minimizing the disadvantages of the structures. 

According to argument about centralized versus decentralized purchasing 
structure by Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986), the virgin fiber purchasing 
organization has decentralized purchasing, since it has separate purchasing 
department for each paper mill. The decision regarding the purchase in separate 
purchasing departments is approved by the purchasing manager, although the 
purchasers are able to purchase without involvement of manager, the amount and 
price paid should be pre-agreed with the manager. 
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Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986), argue that the variation in sizes of the 
purchasing department, mostly depends on the type of company, the complexity 
of produced product, the amount of material needed for purchasing and the 
extent of department‟s responsibility. Since virgin fiber is purchased by a 
purchasing company, the idea of Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986) regarding the 
size of purchasing department compared with the size of company can be 
neglected. However, the structure of separate departments (Figure 14 and Figure 
18) which are responsible for supplying different mills can be compared to the 
typical purchasing structure for medium sized purchasing department (Figure 6) 
described by Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986), composed by purchasing 
manager, several buyers and assistants of buyers. It can be concluded that they 
carry the same structure, although the key difference between the two structures is 
the assistance. The purchasers in the Hylte Sydved do not have any kind of 
assistance while purchasing. 

When the structure (Figure 6) described by Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986) is 
compared to the structure of purchasing department for recyfcled fiber, the 
similarities between two structures can be realized. The differences between two 
structures are occurred due to the combination of centralized and decentralized 
purchasing structure. In decentralized purchasing system, every purchasing 
department is managed by own purchasing manager, who makes the main 
decisions and when needed has direct contact with buyers (Heinritz, Farrell and 
Smith, 1986). The purchasing decision regarding volumes and prices is made by 
the manager, although purchasers are able to make decisions regarding the indirect 
material but decisions about recycled fiber are handled by the manager. Heinritz, 
Farrell, and Smith (1986) define that centralized purchasing is when the whole 
company has one purchasing unit, although purchasing decisions are local in 
Hylte, some decisions regarding total amounts needed for all Stora Enso 
production plants are made in Stora Enso. 

5.1.2 Selection and Evaluation of Fiber Suppliers 

Supplier selection is an essential part of purchasing process as good suppliers 
make direct contribution to the company‟s success as noted by Dobler and Burt 
(1996). The virgin fiber suppliers mainly are hundreds of private landowners and 
saw mills; while recycled fiber suppliers are waste management companies and 
municipalities. Maintaining a high level of relationship with suppliers is a vital part 
of purchasing process, especially for recycled fiber due to the fact that recycled 
fiber is undersupply on the market and in order to be able to purchase the amount 
needed for production, relationships with suppliers must be maintained on high 
level. Due to the undersupply of recycled fiber on the Swedish market the 
purchasing manager of the Hylte mill purchases supplies from different countries 
including: Denmark, Germany, Finland, UK, Iceland etc. the supplier selection as 
discussed by Ho, Xu and Dey (2010), is complex and involves both qualitative and 
quantitative data. 
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Supplier selection for virgin and recycled fiber begins with evaluation of supplier. 
All four aspects (i.e. quality, price, delivery and service) mentioned by Bloomberg, 
Lemay and Hanna (2002) are considered for virgin and recycled fiber, although in 
a different manner.  

Quality –Quality requirements are expressed in purchasing contract for both 
virgin and recycled fiber purchasing (Weele, 2000; Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith, 
1986). The quality is not considered while evaluating supplier of virgin fiber for 
spruce, since it is assumed that the quality is pre-defined, instead the volume 
supplier is able to deliver is considered. On the other hand, quality requirements 
for wood chips and recycled fiber are based on governmental regulations, as for 
the wood chips the standards classified by Scandinavian Pulp, Paper and Board 
Test Committee (SCAN-CM) and as for the recycled fiber using European Union 
standard (EN 346) for recycled paper quality. The standards for wood chips 
establish different grades and the supplier has to deliver the grades 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 
and 3.8. The document called EN 346 contains different qualities of recycled 
paper grades, still in order to select a supplier the purchasing manager of recycled 
fiber, makes sure that supplier is able to provide material with following standards: 
1.06, 1.11 and 2.02. The freshness of the recycled fiber is also an aspect to 
consider. 

Price –Price paid for virgin and recycled fiber should be compatible with the 
actual price on the market, while demand and market structure must be taken into 
consideration, lower the price bigger the probability of selecting the supplier. The 
reasonable price is sought while purchasing, taking into considerations three 
factors set by Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith (1986):  

1. Price should have objective relation with cost 

2. Price is result of economic conditions and demand  

3. Price is determined by competition. 

Delivery –Since purchasers of virgin and recycled fiber are responsible for their 
own delivery, suppliers „ability to deliver the products is neglected. In case of 
recycled fiber, the logistics department is responsible for delivering purchased 
goods to the Hylte mill. While evaluating supplier the distance between the 
supplier and the mills is important. This is particularly so in case of Sweden, since 
transportation costs are high, distance becomes of critical importance when 
considering price of purchased good. The delivery has direct impact on the cost. 
In addition, for recycled fiber logistics cost is higher for foreign suppliers, due to 
the high costs associated with transportation. 

Service –This aspect is discussed only for virgin fiber and service is provided by 
virgin fiber purchasers, not from the suppliers of wood, although service can be 
discussed as flexibility. While evaluating supplier, suppliers‟ ability to be flexible in 
volumes is one of the important factors to consider for purchasing virgin fiber. 

Size of supplier – This aspect is associated only with recycled fiber supplier 
evaluation. Due to the undersupply on the recycled fiber market, the purchasing 
manager tries to have suppliers as big as possible and searches for suppliers that 
are located on several markets. 
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In order to get all necessary information and have trusted data about performance 
of recycled fiber supplier, different sources can be used; the recycled fiber 
purchasing manager, finds new suppliers on the internet, or from the tax 
authorities, which are techniques for finding new suppliers as discussed by Dobler 
and Burt (1996), although in most of the cases new suppliers contact the 
purchasing manager themselves. 

There is a difference between criteria for performance evaluation of existing 
suppliers and criteria for new supplier selection for both fibers. While for 
evaluating the virgin fiber suppliers there are three factors: price, distance to the 
mills, and flexibility in volumes. For the evaluation of existing recycled fiber 
suppliers, instead of looking at the size of supplier, the flexibility of supplier i.e. 
how supplier satisfies the demand is taken into account. The factors for evaluation 
of existing suppliers are expressed as area of supplier acceptance in Figure 23 for 
virgin fiber and in Figure 24 for recycled fiber (Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna, 
2002). The evaluation of existing suppliers in the purchasing department takes 
place every two years.  

 

Figure 23. Supplier evaluation variables for virgin fiber purchasing. 

 

Figure 24. Supplier evaluation variables for recycled fiber purchasing. 
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Sydved wants to have several big suppliers which can be compared to the single 
supplier strategy discussed by Dobler and Burt (1996), where they state several 
advantages for company having single supplier; on the other hand, Bloomberg, 
Lemay and Hanna (2002) note that having single supplier might be risky and 
suggest considering all risks and advantages of single supplier strategy before 
company implements it. Table 5 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of 
having single supplier in relation with Sydved and explains how advantages and 
disadvantages are related to Sydved. 

Table 5. Advantages and disadvantages of having single supplier for Sydved 

Advantages 
(Dobler and Burt, 1996) 

Disadvantages 
(Bloomberg, Lemay 

and Hanna, 2002) 
Reasoning 

Economies of scale due 

to the higher volume 

purchase 

Exposure in time of 

shortage, fire or strike 

Sydved will be able to achieve economies of 

scale with one supplier, but Sydved cannot 

afford to be depended on it, the risk of fire 

and natural disasters in forests are high. 

Since Sydved supplies process industry with 

virgin fiber it is important to have continues 

flow of material to the paper mills. 

Quality considerations 
Supplier price 

increase 

Sydved is not the quality defining actor for 

its suppliers; quality is defined by the mills 

Sydved supplies. Although having an 

advantage of quality considerations Sydved 

could work in more efficient manner. The 

risk of supplier price increase is high for 

Sydved, which might end up dissatisfaction 

of mills Sydved supplies. 

Lower costs are incurred 

to source, process, 

expedite and inspect 

Supplier complacency 

about quality and 

quality service 

If the supplier locates geographically near to 

the paper mills supplied by Sydved, the 

chance of minimizing cost is high. Since 

Sydved provides service itself, the risk of 

suppliers’ complacency regarding the service 

quality is not considered. 

The quality, control and 

coordination required 

with just-in-time 

manufacturing require a 

single source 

 

Since Sydved supplies different pulp and 

paper mills with specific requirements for 

each, it will still remain complex process 

even with one supplier. 
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The size of supplier is one of the main criteria for recycled fiber supplier selection; 
therefore, it can be said that the Hylte mill wants to move to single supplier 
strategy. The advantage of single supplier strategy regarding influence of buyer on 
seller, discussed by Dobler and Burt (1996) applies to Hylte mill in the following 
manner: Since several years ago not many industries were recycling, the purchasing 
manager of Hylte mill was able to control market prices in some countries, which 
resulted in having competitive cost structure for final product. In order to have 
competitive cost on the market it is more efficient to take advantage of single 
supplier strategy. Although there are clear benefits with a single supplier, risks that 
associated with it, might be very high. Bloomberg, Lemay and Hanna (2002) state 
that risk of price increase is more significant with a single supplier strategy. The 
characteristics of newsprint industry is the cheap price of newspaper (Friends of 
the Earth, 1996), in the case of price increase for recycled paper which accounts 
for 32% of final cost, the Hylte mill might lost its customers. 

5.1.3 Purchasing Strategies for Fibers 

The purchasing strategies implemented by each purchasing department are 
different. The purchasing strategies can be divided into three different levels 
(Ellram and Carr, 1994). The recycled fiber purchasing department covers all three 
levels of purchasing strategy, although due to the business specificity, level-3 
purchasing strategies does not apply to the virgin fiber purchasing department.   

Level-1: Specific strategies employed by the purchasing department of virgin fiber 

 Purchase as much as possible with reasonable price; 

 Have control over volumes; 

 Have control over time to harvest and type of assortments to harvest; 

 Control the freshness and quality from roadside to customer; 

 Have bigger supply than mills can consume. 

While the Level-1 strategies are set locally in Sydved, the Level-2 strategies are 
discussed together with the Stora Enso. 

Level-1: Specific strategies employed by purchasing department for recycled fiber:  

 Feed the plant with all necessary material (In scope of purchasing 
department function); 

 Be cost efficient while purchasing. 

Level-1 strategies for recycled fiber are set locally in Hylte purchasing department. 
The aim of the strategy is to perform successful purchasing. The strategies and 
way of achieving them is discussed locally in the Hylte mill purchasing department 
on weekly basis. 

Level-2: Purchasing role in supporting the strategies of other functions and those 
of the companies as a whole for virgin fiber.  
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 Maintain the business-to-business activities with local saw mills on the high 
level;  

 Keep the mills satisfied.  

Level-2: Purchasing role in supporting the strategies of other functions and those 
of the companies as a whole for recycled fiber. The role of purchasing is 
increasing in Hylte, due to the high prices for recycled fiber on market. The 
purchasing in the Hylte mill aims at supporting manufacturing of the plant, 
feeding it with the necessary material.  

Level-3: Utilization of purchasing as a strategic function of the company for 
recycled fiber. The strategic functions of the company are made in head office of 
Stora Enso and distributed to every mill. The new strategies are set once a year; 
the document can be changed as time passes. Every second week five mill 
purchasing managers of Stora Enso are following up the plan. The strategies of 
purchasing for upcoming year in Stora Enso are constructed based on the future 
direction of the company (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25. Future directions of Stora Enso. 

5.2 Market Study for Fibers 

Market study provides up-to-date information about the current situation in the 
market for both supplier and purchaser (Lysons and Farrington, 2006; Solish and 
Semanik, 2007). A market study is performed in order to understand the dynamics 
of virgin and recycled fiber markets so that purchasing process can be more 
effective. In contrast to Leenders, et al. (2006) suggestion which is assigning the 
task to the employees, in Stora Enso market study is outsourced due to the limited 
time of purchasers as discussed by Weele (2000).   
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Market structures have an important role on analysis of market (Buvik, 2001). 
Therefore, firstly, market structures of virgin fiber and recycled fiber market are 
defined. In order to identify the market structure, several factors should be 
considered. The fiber markets are analyzed based on the factors Weele (2000) 
outlines. The first factor on the list is professional purchasing and purchasing can 
be classified as professional purchasing in both fiber markets. As a big company 
Stora Enso Hylte mill has a purchasing department for recycled fiber in order to 
feed production process and the department consists of professional purchasers. 
Purchasing process of virgin fiber can be also classified as professional purchasing 
because it is outsourced to Sydved by Stora Enso and Sydved is a company which 
excels at purchasing virgin fiber.  

The second factor is demand, the demand for virgin and recycled fibers depend 
on the demand for newsprint demand which always follows the same pattern. 
Although the demand is constant for newsprint, virgin and recycled fiber demand 
fluctuates seasonally. In order to minimize the cost of raw material, production 
managers take the benefit of using different percentages of fibers and the recipe 
for newsprint production is adjusted; therefore, the need for fibers can differ from 
one season to another. Although virgin fiber supply on the market does not 
fluctuate significantly, recycled fiber supply is not available all the time. Another 
factor Weele (2000) discusses is geographical concentration. Sweden is the second 
largest wood supplier in the world, and Sydved supplies the  Hylte mill with virgin 
fiber only from south of Sweden. Since the supply in south of Sweden is enough 
to supply the purchasers, Sydved takes the advantage of focusing on a specific 
area, and being excel on that area.  

Stora Enso also imports virgin fiber, and imports come from Denmark and UK. 
However, compared to the amount of virgin fiber imported, it can be concluded 
that the important amount of virgin fiber is purchased from Sweden. Recycled 
fiber is also supplied mostly from Sweden and some parts of Europe. 
Geographical concentration for both fibers are mainly Sweden and plus some 
European countries which are close to Sweden in order to minimize the logistics 
cost. Other factor is large order quantities. Since Hylte mill is a big paper mill, 
order quantities are always large for both fibers annually but weekly supply is 
smaller. 
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In addition to the Weele‟s (2000) discussion, Perreault and McCarthy (2003) list 
important dimensions of different market structures (Table 2). The product in 
virgin fiber market is wood and wood chips, which is same as the product 
delivered by any of the supplier. In other words, suppliers cannot create a 
difference on the product in order to have a unique product. In the recycled fiber 
market, the product is recycled paper which is household waste; therefore, it 
seems that product cannot be differentiated by the supplier. However, recycled 
fiber supplied from different suppliers can be different because of the different 
ways of collections. If the collectors separate papers based on different qualities of 
papers, instead of collecting all different grades together, the supply that paper 
mills received will be different. For instance, the recycled fiber supplied by 
Denmark is better than UK since the UK does not separate different grades of 
paper, hence the paper mill has more discard which cannot be used in the 
production. The number of competitors in the virgin fiber and the recycled fiber 
market are high; however, the number in the virgin fiber market is higher than the 
number in the recycled fiber market. Although in the virgin fiber market number 
of suppliers is high, they are owners of small-sized forest areas. In the recycled 
fiber market the size of competitors is larger compared to virgin fiber market.  

Elasticity of demand of recycled fiber is fairly elastic because recycled fiber can 
substitute for the virgin fiber. On the other hand, since the virgin fiber can also be 
a substitute for recycled fiber, elasticity of demand of virgin fiber is elastic, as well. 
Either virgin or recycled fiber has to be used in the production of newsprint, 
therefore the demand of both fibers sometimes can be inelastic. For instance, 
during natural disasters price of virgin fiber rises, although the demand on the 
market for virgin fiber is the same. 

The price in virgin fiber market is mainly controlled by suppliers as in the recycled 
fiber market. Nevertheless, during some unexpected occasions, demand side in 
virgin fiber market has control to set the price, e.g. in 2005 and 2007 during the 
storms in Sweden. The demand side on recycled fiber market was used to control 
the market and set the price but the supply in market has decreased and now it is 
less than the total demand. As a result, the prices are set by supply side on both 
fiber markets. In the light of the discussions above, it can be concluded that the 
market structure of virgin and recycled fiber markets is monopolistic competition 
(Table 6). 
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Table 6. Situation in recycled and virgin fiber markets 

Important 

Dimensions 

Situation in Recycled Fiber Market Situation in Virgin Fiber Market 

Pure 

Competition 
Oligopoly 

Monopolistic 

Competition 
Monopoly 

Pure 

Competition 
Oligopoly 

Monopolistic 

Competition 
Monopoly 

Uniqueness 

of each 
company’s 

product 

  
  

    
 

 

  

Number of 

competitors 
    

 

      
 

  

Size of 
competitors 

(compared 

to size of 
market) 

  
  

  
   

  

Elasticity of 

demand  
facing 

company 

                

Elasticity of 
industry 

demand 

  
 

 

    
 

 

  

Control of 
price by 

company 

    
 

      
 

  

While market structure for virgin and recycled fiber from supply side is classified 
as monopolistic competition, market structure from demand side is pure 
competition because products are homogenous in both fiber market, purchasers 
are professionals and the market for fibers are easy to access for new customers 
and companies. 

5.3 Price Pattern Analysis for Virgin Fiber Market 

Demand and supply are balanced by the influence of price in the virgin fiber 
market as stated in the economic theory (Lysons and Farrington, 2006).When the 
demand for virgin fiber exceeds the supply in the market, the price increases and 
vice versa. Since Sweden has generous supply for virgin fiber, the market can be 
defined as a buyer‟s market although Sydved has some concerns about facing lack 
of supply in the market. Suppliers are private forest owners and they do not work 
in a professional business way. If they have some personal concerns, they do have 
the possibility of not selling wood. They can keep the forests as an investment and 
they can agree with Sydved whenever they want in order to harvest their trees. 
Therefore, Sydved is not as strong as private forest owners in the market. On the 
other hand, during unexpected events as storms, Sydved becomes dominant in the 
market because supply in the market increases. The main actor in virgin fiber 
market is private forest owners and the task of Sydved is to convince them to 
harvest their forests. As a purchaser Sydved should be sure that suppliers are paid 
the fair price and customer (i.e. Hylte mill) pay the fair price. The fair price is 
maybe not the minimum price but the best price for both supplier and customer 
and in order to set the fair price, experience and common sense, as well as 
accuracy in weighing different factors that makes price fair should be considered 
(Leenders, et al., 2006). 
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Figure 26 shows the monthly price changes of virgin fiber over the time from 
January 2005 to March 2011. According to Figure 26, it is not easy to observe a 
price pattern because the price behavior does not follow a constant pattern. It 
must be noted that, the graphs for virgin fiber price pattern are not as reliable as it 
could be. The reason for unreliability of the graphs lies on the fact that during the 
years 2005-2010, virgin fiber market in Sweden, experienced two big natural 
disasters (storm Erwin January, 2005 and storm Per January, 2007) and the world 
financial crisis of 2009. Due to the stated reasons, drawing conclusions and 
recognized natural pattern of virgin fiber market prices is almost impossible. The 
storm in 2005 partly affected 2006, while another storm in 2007 effected 2008, 
and although the crisis was in 2009, it started to effect the market in the second 
half of 2008. According to Figure 26, although price has fluctuated over the years, 
a dramatic increment in the prices from January, 2005 until April, 2011which 
corresponds to 40% - can be observed. The fluctuations are caused by unexpected 
events in 2005, 2007 and 2009.  

 

Figure 26. Monthly price changes for virgin fiber during years 2005-2010. 
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Since it is hard to comment on Figure 26, a logarithmic scale graph showing the 
price changes based on quarters for virgin fiber is constructed in order to have a 
deeper idea (Figure 27) so that characteristics of the market can be clearly 
understood whether it is seasonal. Quarters are the seasons which consists of 
three months: December, January, and February are in the first quarter (Q1); 
March, April, and May are in the second quarter (Q2); June, July, and August are 
in the third quarter (Q3); September, October, and November are in the fourth 
quarter (Q4). Combining months and having quarters in the graph gives the 
chance to comment on more comprehensive picture. When the years 2005, 2007 
and 2009 which are the exceptional years are excluded, it can be said that an 
increment in the prices towards the end of the year might be observed. 2006 and 
2010 follow the same pattern, although 2008 has a different pattern and this 
difference can be explained by the effect of economic crisis because it started in 
2008 but the big impact of it hit the market in 2009. The price increased in 2006 
by 20% and an increment of 22% is observed for a time frame from January, 2010 
to April, 2011. 

A longer time frame has significance on a stronger analysis of behavior; however, 
the years chosen have special behaviors due to the unexpected occasions so it is 
hard to comment on them. Pring (2004) suggested to use one year above and 
below from the chosen year in order to define the trend but it is not the case in 
this analysis because the years 2005, 2007 and 2009 are the years which show 
exceptional behavior. The only conclusion can be drawn based on Figure 29 is 
that the prices have tend to rise in years. 

 

Figure 27. Price changes based on quarters for years 2005-2010 (logarithmic). 

5.4 Price Pattern Analysis for Recycled Fiber Market 

Although the recycled fiber market is balanced by price according to economic 
theory (Lysons and Farrington, 2006), sellers are more dominant in the market. 
Due to the increased awareness of recycling, the supply in the market is not 
enough and sellers have the possibility to adjust the price. However, during the 
times as spring when people are willing to get rid of the waste, the supply in the 
market increases and prices decrease.  
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Figure 28 represents the monthly recycled fiber price changes from January, 2005 
to October, 2010. Recycled fiber price changes can be observed in Figure 28 and 
the prices have gradually increased year by year, except the economic crisis time in 
2009 where a decrement in the price is observed. According to Figure 28, prices 
tend to rise over the years, but in a year price fluctuates monthly and the peak 
time of price is at the end of a year. The percentage increase in the price from 
January, 2005 to October, 2010 is 251%. 

In order to have a more precise analysis (Pring, 2004), price analysis should be 
supported by volumes and in Figure 29 monthly purchased volumes are used for 
years 2005-2010. During the economic crisis in 2009 the price of recycled fiber in 
the market decreased because some printing offices could not survive in the 
market and shut down, so the recycled fiber supply in the market increased. As a 
result of oversupply in the market the prices fell off and more recycled fiber was 
purchased in 2009. After the economic crisis, the market went back to the original 
behavior in 2010 and the volume purchased decreased due to the high prices. The 
volumes purchased has increased in years (Figure 29) but compared to the 
increment in prices it cannot be said that it is significant. Based on Figure 29, it 
can be concluded that volumes purchased fluctuates monthly. Total volume 
purchased in a year has decreased by 5% but the monthly volume purchased has 
increased by 14%.  

 

Figure 28. Monthly price changes for recycled fiber during years 2005-2010. 
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Figure 29.Monthly purchased volumes changes for recycled fiber during years 2005-

2010. 

Figure 28 and 29 represents the overall picture of price and volumes changes, in 
order to have a deeper analysis, quarters are used in timeline and logarithmic scale 
graphs regarding price and volumes are constructed in Figure 30 and 31; therefore, 
seasonality in prices and volumes can be observed. Figure 30 shows the price 
changes based on quarters and it can be said that Q1 is the time when prices are 
low. During the year prices have increased and Q4 is the peak. Based on Figure 31 
when prices are low, purchased volumes are also low and when prices increases, 
more volumes are purchased. 

The lines in the graph (Figure 30) represent the direction of price pattern, Pring 
(2004) names following trend as broadening wedges. Both lines on the graph are 
moving into the same direction. According to Pring (2004) the lines should touch 
the pattern at least on two occasions. The maximum depth of the pattern is shown 
in direction of breakout. Volume is usually higher on the first two peaks, (see 
Figure 31). The main idea of the pattern is to show overall trend and the scope of 
trend, overall trend for the following graphs can be discussed as strongly seasonal 
pattern. Another idea is increasing price in general. Each year the price increases, 
although in case of every year the lowest price is observed in Q1. According to 
Pring (2004), broadening wedges carry same characteristics as right angled 
broadening formation. The whole concept of widening price is expressed in highly 
emotional activity, volumes patterns are almost impossible to characterize. 
Although the volumes purchased for recycled fiber (Figure 31) carries more 
constant structure, volumes are low during the Q1, increased in Q2 and Q3 and 
achieves highest point in Q4. Except the year 2009, the different characteristics of 
volumes in 2009 might be due to financial crisis. 
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Figure 30. Price changes based on quarters for recycled fiber for years 2005-2010 

(logarithmic). 

 

Figure 31. Purchased volumes changes based on quarters for recycled fiber for years 

2005-2010 (logarithmic). 
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5.5 Summary of Price Pattern Analysis for Virgin and 

Recycled Fiber 

Both virgin and recycled fiber markets are balanced by price. Since these markets 
are threatened by undersupply, so the price is mainly set by sellers. In Europe, 
especially the recycled fiber supply has been decreasing due to increased attention 
of people to the recycling. In virgin fiber market, sellers who are private forest 
owners have always the right not to sell. While strong seasonal characteristics can 
be observed in recycled fiber market, it is hard to conclude that virgin fiber market 
follows a seasonal trend. An increment in the fiber prices is observed in both fiber 
markets, although the price increase percentages shows a big difference. The 
timeline analyzed for virgin fiber is affected by three unexpected events that make 
impossible to define a regular price pattern. However, since the recycled fiber 
market was not affected by natural disasters, a pattern was possible to define and 
Pring‟s (2004) „broadening wedges‟ is observed. Therefore, it is expected that the 
price will follow the same pattern and will rise.  
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6 Discussions 

In this chapter discussions regarding the method used for performing the thesis as well as findings 
are performed. The research questions are answered in order to tie up the sack.  

6.1 Discussion of Findings 

The aim of this study is to analyze purchasing process for virgin and recycled fiber 
and analyze fiber markets based on price. Analysis was performed through the 
comparison of virgin and recycled fiber purchasing processes and price behavior. 
The focus of the study is on two points:  

1. Analysis of purchasing process 
2. Analysis of the price behavior in the virgin and recycled fiber markets. 

Three research questions were formulated based on the two focus points: 

1. How does the newsprint industry perform its purchasing activities? 
2. How does the virgin and recycled fiber market behave? 
3. What possible actions can be taken to be more efficient in purchasing 

process based on market trends? 

The first question was generated to analyze purchasing process of virgin and 
recycled fibers and the discussions regarding the questions and solutions are 
followed in sub-heading 6.2.1. The last two questions were generated for market 
price behavior analysis and these questions are discussed in sub-heading 6.2.2. 

6.1.1 Discussions of Purchasing Process 

The main distinguishing factor in purchasing processes is the purchasing company 
itself. As mentioned above the purchasing of virgin fiber is outsourced to the 
company Sydved. Therefore, all purchasing activities are planned and performed 
based on Sydved‟s strategies. On the other hand, purchasing of recycled fiber is 
done locally in Hylte mill by purchasing department of Hylte. Even though Stora 
Enso owns 2/3 of Sydved, the way both companies perform purchasing activities 
are different. The reason behind the difference in purchasing processes might be 
due to the purchased product itself. The characteristics of product, market 
structure and way of communicating with suppliers are different. In order to 
purchase virgin fiber, purchaser builds strong relationship with supplier based on 
mutual trust between purchaser and landowner. Landowners sell trees from their 
own forests, upon which they might be emotionally attached, therefore purchasing 
takes more emotional phase. While purchasing recycled fiber from suppliers can 
be discussed as more regular (non-emotional) process of purchasing. The way 
each fibers are purchased is discussed in analysis chapter, the purchasing process 
is compared to purchasing processes discussed by scholars. Mainly purchasing of 
both fibers goes in line with purchasing process discussed in literature. Although 
not every aspect mentioned in literature is performed during purchasing of fibers. 
The difference is arguable, because of the specificity of the industry, product and 
company culture. 
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The differences and similarities between purchasing processes of virgin and 
recycled fiber are summarized in Table 7. Table 7 presents ten important aspects 
of purchasing process and compares the way they are performed during 
purchasing process of virgin and recycled fiber. Discussions regarding the 
similarities and differences are presented in Table 7, as well. 

Table 7. Comparison of virgin and recycled fiber purchasing process 

 VIRGIN FIBER RECYCLED FIBER DISCUSSION 

Demand 

Information 

Flow 

Stora 

Enso(marketing) -

Hylte mill 

production-Sydved 

(Head Office) - 

Hylte Sydved 

Stora Enso 

(marketing) – Hylte 

mill production- 

Hylte purchasing 

Hylte mill purchasing department 

gets demand information from 

Hylte production while Hylte 

Sydved, gets it from head office of 

Sydved. 

Importance 

of Five Rights 
(Quayle 2006) 

Important Important 

5 rights discussed by Quayle 

(2006), are almost equally 

important to both. 

Size of 

Department 
Medium Medium 

Both purchasing department fall 

under category of medium size 

purchasing departments (Heinritz, 

Farrell and Smith, 1986). 

Structure of 

Purchasing 
Decentralized 

Combination of 

Centralized and 

Decentralized 

Sydved has decentralized 

purchasing while Stora Enso has 

combination of centralized-

decentralized. 

Supplier 

Selection 

Criteria 

Quality, Price, 

Delivery, Service 

Quality, Price, 

Distance, Size of 

Supplier 

The difference in supplier selection 

is in one criterion, while service is 

important for virgin fiber 

purchasing, bigger size of supplier 

is important for recycled fiber 

purchasing. 

Supplier 

Evaluation 

Criteria 

Price, Distance to 

mill, Flexibility in 

Volumes 

Price, Quality, 

Flexibility, Delivery 

Both consider price, distance to 

mill and flexibility. Although for 

recycled fiber purchasing quality is 

considered, as well while for virgin 

fiber purchasing volumes supplier 

is able to sell is considered. 

Number of 

Suppliers 
Many Few to Many 

Virgin fiber suppliers are larger 

due to the fact that most 

landowners own smaller forests. 

Types of 

Suppliers 

Private 

Landowners, 

Government 

Printing houses, 

Municipalities 

Virgin fiber is purchased from 

thousands of landowners and in 

rare cases from government, while 

recycled fiber is purchased mostly 

from municipalities and printing 

houses. 

Location of 

Suppliers 
 South of Sweden 

Sweden, Denmark, 

Iceland, Finland, UK, 

etc.  

Virgin fiber is only supplied from 

South of Sweden, while recycled 

fiber is supplied from all over the 

world. 

Strategies 

Have more supply, 

control volumes, 

reasonable price, 

control freshness 

and quality. 

Feed the plant with 

necessary material, 

with right material in 

cost efficient manner 

The main strategy for both is to 

feed mill with required material 

with reasonable price, although 

local purchasing strategies for both 

are different from each other. 
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6.1.2 Discussions of the Price Behavior in the Virgin and Recycled 
Fiber Markets 

The aim of the first research question regarding fiber markets is to define the 
trend that the price follows in virgin and recycled fiber markets. The supply and 
demand are in balance in virgin and recycled fiber markets. When supply exceeds 
the demand, prices decrease and the market becomes buyer‟s market and vice 
versa. Generally both virgin and recycled fiber markets can be defined as seller‟s 
market since markets are usually undersupply, especially recycled fiber market. In 
order to define the price pattern in fiber markets six years from 2005 to 2010 are 
chosen, since it was the available data collected for recycled fiber market and same 
timeline is used in data collection for virgin fiber to be consistent in the analysis. 
However, the years chosen are the years where some exceptional events are 
observed. The storms happened in 2005 and 2007 affected not only these years 
but they affected also the year after them. Moreover, economic crisis in 2009 hit 
the virgin fiber market. 2010 is the only year which follows a pattern close to the 
normal behavior; however, analyzing one year does not give accurate results, a 
year below and above should be added to the analysis. Therefore, in the study a 
trend to define virgin fiber market could not be determined. On the other hand, 
the overall trend in virgin fiber market is that prices tend to rise in years. In 
contrary to virgin fiber market, a trend is defined for recycled fiber market. The 
overall trend of prices in the recycled fiber market tends to increase dramatically 
as well except the financial crisis year 2009. The trend recycled fiber market prices 
follow is defined as „broadening wedges‟. In order to define the right trend, 
volumes purchased are compared to price behavior and it is concluded that both 
prices and volumes follow the same trend. 

The virgin and recycled fiber market can be differentiated from each other. These 
two markets are dependent to each other since one fiber can be used to substitute 
other. If supply in one fiber market is not enough and/or prices increase, 
newsprint manufacturing has the possibility to switch to the other fiber. However, 
fibers are the necessary raw materials and one or other or both must be 
purchased, therefore buyers depend on sellers‟ behavior. Suppliers are the main 
actors in the fiber markets. While the main actors in the virgin fiber market are 
private forest owners, in the recycled fiber market main actors are printing houses 
and municipalities. Behavior of suppliers in fiber markets can differentiate from 
each other, since private forest owners are individuals, agreements are not based 
on business-to-business relations; however, more professional agreements could 
be written for recycled fiber supply. Although fiber market has different 
characteristics, the market structure for both fibers can be classified as 
monopolistic competition where the product does not have unique character. 
Another difference between virgin and recycled fiber market is the seasonality. A 
stronger seasonal character can be observed in recycled fiber market. In Q1 (i.e. 
winter) prices fall down, they increase in Q2 and Q3 and they reach the peak point 
in Q4. In virgin fiber market, prices tend to increase in Q1 but this statement does 
not base on strong clues because of the data collected is not suitable to comment.  
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The last research question is regarding possible actions to take to be more efficient 
in purchasing process based on market trends. According to the analysis of fiber 
markets it is found out that the price of recycled fiber has increased dramatically 
which shows 251% increment in six years, while virgin fiber price has increased by 
40%. Therefore, to be cost efficient, using more virgin fiber in production might 
be more appropriate in upcoming years. The price pattern for recycled fiber tends 
to have broadening wedge formation, therefore it is expected that, price would 
rise with the same grade. On the other hand, recycled fiber should be purchased 
since Producer Responsibility Ordinance (PRO) must be followed by the 
company.  

6.2 Discussion of Method 

The single embedded case study method was chosen for conducting the research 
due to the fact that two different sub-units needed to be analyzed for achieving 
the desired results. The major problem with the single embedded case studies as 
discussed by Yin (2003) is when case study focuses only on sub-unit level and 
does not return to the case itself. Therefore, the original case becomes context and 
not main target of the study. Yin (2003) also states that problem of generalization 
is major problem of case studies, since case studies are more focused on single 
phenomenon, possibilities of generalization is lower than in other research 
methods. 

6.2.1 Validity 

Validity is related to data and analysis used in the research, it concerns  the 
accuracy of questions asked, accuracy of the data which is collected and 
conclusions or explanations which are offered (Denscombe, 2002).Validity 
according to Williamson (2002) is measurements capacity of measuring what it is 
supposed to measure or the consistency of findings . Validity as discussed by 
Williamson (2002) can be internal and external, internal validity refers to accuracy 
of results, i.e. is a result based on chosen variables or is it influenced by other 
factors, external validity on the other hand is possibilities of generalization i.e. 
possibility to generalize the findings to others. 

Internal validity of interviews was ensured by member-checking strategy proposed 
by Creswell (2003). Member-checking strategies include bringing back to 
participants themes and ask if they feel that they were accurate. The primary data 
gathered by interviews were cross-checked with the interviewees, after transcribing 
the data into written format; it was presented to interviewees in order to ensure 
that data gathered corresponded to reality. The secondary data was validated as 
well; graphs which were generated based on the data gathered from company were 
discussed with the manager. The patterns graphs tend to express were analyzed in 
order to clarify the situation. 
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Purchasing process part of findings in the thesis is relatively hard to generalize, 
therefore there is low external validity for it. The reason for low external validity 
for the purchasing is specificity of the purchasing structure in the company. The 
results obtained for purchasing process part of the thesis cannot be generalized to 
others, although internally in the company, the results have much higher external 
validity. High external validity can be discussed with price patterns analysis 
performed in the thesis, the prices for the fibers are more or less the same for all 
European purchasers, and therefore possibility of generalization is higher. 

6.2.2 Reliability 

According to Williamson (2002), reliability is consistency of findings with similar 
tool, when it is applied several times in the same situation. Reliability refers to 
ability of research to give the same results whether the same or different person is 
undertaking it (Denscombe, 2002). 

Triangulation which is the process of combining multiple sources to clarify 
meaning, verify the observations or interpretation (Stake, 1994) was used in order 
to ensure reliability of findings. Both quantitative and qualitative data were used in 
the thesis in order to get a clear picture of the case. The triangulation was achieved 
by conducting structured and unstructured interviews combined together with the 
collection of company‟s internal documents and data sheets. 

Interviews as discussed by Holstein and Gubruim (1999) are potential source of 
bias, error, misunderstanding or misdirection. In the past researchers argue about 
language and interpretation of words in cross-cultural interviews (Deutscher, 1968 
cited in Holstein and Gubruim, 1999). Since interviewers and interviewees are 
from different countries there could be misunderstandings of meanings. 
Therefore, member-checking strategy proposed by Creswell (2003) was used to 
ensure that data gathered during the interviews were reliable. The results of the 
thesis are based on only Stora Enso‟s and Sydved‟s documents. Results could be 
more reliable if researchers had possibility to cross-check the data from suppliers. 
Although the quantitative data was rechecked with Stora Enso and Sydved, the 
possibility of checking it with suppliers, could add more reliability to the thesis. 
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7 Conclusions 

Nowadays, the purchasing department becomes essential for competing on the 
international market for Stora Enso, the awareness of purchasing market for 
virgin and recycled fiber and the purchasing department‟s way of working is of 
strategic importance. The decision regarding the choice between percentage 
distributions of fibers in production should be made in a cost efficient manner. 
Since the purchasing of virgin fiber is outsourced to another company, the 
purchasing managers are not aware enough of way of working and purchasing 
price trends of fiber purchased by another company. In order to contribute to 
improvement in Stora Enso‟s purchasing department of Hylte mill, this thesis had 
the purpose to compare the processes in both fibers purchasing departments with 
purchasing processes described by scholars, and study the purchasing market 
prices to identify the trends each market follows. The information regarding 
processes in purchasing and market trends for virgin and recycled fiber prices can 
be used as strategic information while preparing the recipe for production in Stora 
Enso and purchasing. Based on the findings of the thesis it can be concluded that: 
the purchasing process is more or less similar for both fibers. The differences are 
due to the different strategies each company follows. The price pattern for both 
fibers tends to increase dramatically, although price for recycled fiber shows larger 
increase in prices than virgin fiber.  

The price of recycled fiber increased by 251% while the price of virgin fiber 
increased by 40% during the years 2005-2010. The radical increase in purchasing 
price of recycled fiber constituted to the equalization of prices for both fibers. In 
order to be cost efficient in purchasing process, the researchers suggested 
purchasing more virgin fiber for production, although the fact that the Hylte mill 
has to follow the Producer Responsibility Ordinance (PRO) is considered. Further 
it would be beneficial for the company to re-think the recycling, since the 
percentage of increment in prices of recycled fiber might continue to rise in 
upcoming years. 

7.1 Suggestions for Further Research 

For further research two suggestions are offered, first suggestion is internal for the 
company and the second is a more general suggestion for manufacturing 
companies which use recycled fiber in their manufacturing processes. 

The cost of recycled and virgin fibers in Stora Enso can be discussed and 
compared from three perspectives: market, production and logistics perspective. 
The cost comparison from production and logistics perspectives is suggested to 
be discussed for further researches. The results of the suggested research will 
provide Stora Enso with enough information for each fiber, which will lead to 
possibilities for improved purchasing decisions. 
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The second research topic suggested is useful for manufacturing companies using 
recycled paper in production. Many companies have started using recycled paper 
in production; therefore, recycled fiber market lacks supply, which might 
constitute to the fact that price of recycled fiber has increased dramatically in 
recent years. Not all European or non-European countries are recycling, therefore 
a research could be done on assessing the potential of  countries, for instance 
Poland, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, etc. as future recycling markets. The 
research could assist to the all companies using recycling paper as a guide for 
future investments. 
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9 Appendices 

Appendix 1: Interview Questions 

Appendix 1. A: First Interview Questions for Hylte mill, Purchasing 
Manager 

Part 1 – Purchasing Department 

1. What is the official name of your position?   

2. What is your job description?  

3. How many employees are working at the purchasing department?  What 

are their positions and their responsibilities?  

4. What are the purchasing department‟s main responsibilities?   

a. How activities are planned and performed (Do you have a flowchart 

describing your activities?) 

5. To what extent the purchasing decisions in Hylte are controlled by Stora 

Enso? 

6. What strategies do you have regarding purchasing? What are the strategies 

based on? 

Part 2 - Purchasing Material and Purchasing Decisions 

7. What is the grade of papers that you produce?  (Product range)  

8. Do you only purchase wood fiber as virgin fiber? Do you use other 

material as Eucalyptus?  

9. Do you have specific requirements on quality when purchasing recycled 

paper?   

10. Do you have specified limitation of amount for purchasing recycled paper?  

11. What are important tradeoffs between these two fibers? 

12. When you purchase products from supplier is the data about quality of the 

purchased product recorded? (If yes, can we get it)  

13. Do you get demand information from production planning or marketing 

department? How often is the demand information updated?  

14. How do you decide how much virgin fiber or recycled fiber to use for each 

order? (If amount of fiber used in production does not depend on different 

orders how do you decide how much fibers to use?) 

a. Who makes this decision?  

b. If purchasing department is the one responsible for this decision is 

it based on availability on the market?  

c. Do you take energy consumption into consideration?  

15. Can you describe lifecycle of the products you produce? 

16. How would you describe the transport balance? Tones in/out?  
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17. What percentage in final product price, the price of purchased raw material 

accounts for?  

18. Amounts of chemicals used for recycled fiber and virgin fiber in 

production vary. Do you consider the environmental aspect in terms of 

chemicals used while making any decisions? 

Part 3 – Supplier Relationship 

19. Who are your suppliers? (List of suppliers with purchasing amounts based 

on month, year)  

20. How does the company manage the supplier relationships? What kind of 

contracts/agreements do you have?  

21. What are the criteria for Supplier Selection? 

a. What aspects do you consider first? 

22. How do you find new suppliers? 

23. Do you share demand information with suppliers?   

b. What is the information sharing level? Do you have agreements 

regarding information sharing?  

c. Do you have access the suppliers system? 

d. Do suppliers access your system? 

24. In the agreement between you and supplier who is responsible for the 

transportation costs? 

25. Do you negotiate with suppliers? 

Part 3 – Fiber Market 

26. Have you previously done market research? (If yes, can we get the data) 

27. The prices in the fiber market are based on the seller‟s behavior or buyers? 

(Which one is the main actor?) 
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Appendix 1. B: Second Interview Questions for Hylte mill, Purchasing 
Manager 

 

1. Hylte mill purchasing department strategies are set by Stora Enso head 

office or they are set locally in Hylte? 

2. How the financial crisis of 2009 affected the purchasing process and prices 

for paper? 

3. When did Hylte mill you start using RCP?  

4. What was the reason for recycling? 

5. How is the collection of Recycled fiber from the companies? Is it handled 

by Municipalities? 

6. What is importance of purchasing department in Stora Enso? What is the 

relation of SCM? 

7. Does the purchasing have always been decentralized?  

8. How do you see the future of recycled fiber? 

9. Is there an impact on newsprint industry from new technology on the 

market? (Net book, I-pads) 
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Appendix 1. C: Interview questions for head of purchasing of Stora Enso 
and Sydved for wood supply. 

Part 1 – Purchasing Department 

1. What is the official name of your position?   

2. What is your job description?  

3. What are the purchasing department‟s main responsibilities in relation to 

Stora Enso?   

a. How activities are planned and performed (Do you have a flowchart 

describing your activities for Hylte?) 

4. To what extent the purchasing decisions in Hylte are controlled by 

Jonkoping? 

5. What strategies do you have regarding purchasing? What are the strategies 

based on? 

a. specific strategies employed by purchasing function 

b. purchasing role in supporting the strategies of other functions and 

those of the firms as a whole 

c. The utilization of purchasing as a strategic function of the firm. 

Part 2 - Purchasing Material and Purchasing Decisions 

6. Do you have specific requirements on quality when purchasing wood? 

7. How do you see the recycled paper as a competitor of wood? How do you 

see the future of wood and recycled fiber?  

8. When you purchase products from supplier is the data about quality of the 

purchased product recorded?  

9. What are the quality requirements for wood?  Wood chips? 

10. How often is the demand information updated?  Or Hylte‟s office gets the 

information? 

11. Sydved is only covering the south of Sweden, is that only Sydved in Hylte? 

Or whole Sydved just purchases from South of Sweden? 

12. How the Sydved that is in Hylte functions and how the main office 

functions? 

13. Sydved Hylte is purchasing for Hylte Mill, is it some kind of extra 

purchasing department for wood for Hylte mill?  

14.  Is the price paid for wood by Sydved same for Stora Enso?  

15. What is the agreement between Sydved and Stora Enso?  

16. What is the contract based on?  

17. For what period the contract is signed? 

18. Part 3 - Supplier 

19. Who are your suppliers? (List of suppliers with purchasing amounts based 

on month, year)  
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20. How does the company manage the supplier relationships? What kind of 

contracts/agreements do you have?  

21. How do you find new suppliers? 

22. What are the criteria for Supplier Selection? 

e. What aspects do you consider first? 

Part 3 – Fiber Market  

23. Have you previously done market research? (If yes, can we get the data) 

24. The prices in the wood market are based on the seller‟s behavior or buyers? 

(Which one is the main actor?)  

25. How does wood fiber market function? 

26. How does market price effect Purchasing decisions? 

27. When do you consider importing? What are criteria for import? 

28. Is import done by Stora Enso or it is done by Sydved? 
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Appendix 1. D: Interview questions for purchaser of wood in Sydved, Hylte. 

Part 1 – Purchasing Department 

1. What is the official name of your position?  

2. What is your job description?  

3. How many employees are working at the purchasing department?  What 

are their positions and their responsibilities? (Can you provide with an 

organization chart?)  

4. What are the Sydved, Hylte‟s main responsibilities?   

5. How activities are planned and performed? 

6. To what extent the purchasing decisions in Hylte, Sydved are controlled by 

Stora Enso and Sydved?  

7. What strategies do you have regarding purchasing? What are the strategies 

based on? 

Part 2 - Purchasing Material and Purchasing Decisions 

8. Do you only purchase wood fiber as virgin fiber? Do you use other 

material as Eucalyptus?  

9. Do you have specific requirements on quality when purchasing virgin 

fiber? 

10. Do you have specified limitation of amount for purchasing virgin fiber? 

11. Is there specific time when you need to cut the trees? 

12. When you purchase products from supplier is the data about quality of the 

purchased product recorded?  

13. Who provides you with the demand information and how often is the 

demand information updated?  

Part 3 - Supplier 

14. Who are your suppliers?  

15. Do you purchase wood from organizations (Government)? 

16. After you get wood from the forest you should wait for 5 years for going 

there again?  

17. How does the company manage the supplier relationships? What kind of 

contracts/agreements do you have?  

18. Who drives the market you are operating in? 

19. How do you find new suppliers? 

20. Do you share demand information with suppliers?   

21. What is the information sharing level? 

22. Do you have agreements regarding information sharing?  

23. Do you have access the suppliers system? 

24. Do suppliers access your system?  
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25. In the agreement between you and supplier who is responsible for the 

transportation costs?  

26. Do you negotiate with suppliers?  

27. Do you negotiate with suppliers on long term basis or single purchase? 

Part 3 – Fiber Market  

28. The prices in the fiber market are based on the seller‟s behavior or buyers? 

(Which one is the main actor?)   

29. How does market price effect Purchasing decisions?  

 


